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From patricia.clark at ttu.edu Wed Oct 1 08:46:33 2008
From: patricia.clark at ttu.edu (Clark, Patricia)
Date: Wed Oct 1 08:46:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
In-Reply-To: <42D41A2197E0409C97BD1C57F661A6D7@JOEPC>
Message-ID: <EE71744A5D4CAB41B4B30CEE7E68104507000AA62A@COTTUS.ttu.edu>
I have been wondering about this. Thank you and everyone else who responded for the
information.
Patricia Clark, Reference Archivist
Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library
Texas Tech University
P. O. Box 41041
Lubbock, TX 79409-1041
library 806-742-9070
fax

806-742-0496

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joe Garonzik
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2008 7:07 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
We are the publishers of Jeff Bowen's books in the ongoing series, EASTERN CHEROKEE
BY BLOOD. Here are Jeff's comments about why he undertook the series and how it
differs from those of Jerry Wright Jordan.
Joe Garonzik
Genealogical.com
Clearfield Company

Ms Jordan's books are a great achievement. They contain a great deal of information
not strictly found in the Guion Miller Rolls, such as the lengthy "Miscellaneous
Testimonies," which mostly pertain to rejected claimants.
What I have done is to abstract information directly off the National Archives
microfilm. These abstracts are short statements explaining the conclusion of the
Guion Miller Commission as to whether they were accepted or rejected. My books are
a faithful abstraction of each application. Nothing added, nothing taken away.
Just the purest possible form of the archive record. Painstakingly proofed, every
word, as meticulously as possible.
For many years people have waited for Jerry Wright Jordan to go beyond Volume 9 of
her series since the applications continue on to # 45,857. Knowing my publisher
would not accept a work starting with application # 27801, I started at the very

beginning, using the title from the archive record, "Eastern Cherokee By Blood 1906
- 1910," and a format which imitates that of the microfilm. It is my belief that
within the next year I will be able to finish the pure form of the application
abstracts. We are trying to make each book approx. 206 pages, plus the index.
As of September 29, 2008, I have finished abstracting Volumes 10 (Applications
34,186-38,215) and 11 (38,216-42,265), and have started Volume 12 (42,26645,857), the last book in the series.
I hope this helps explain the difference between the two series. My goal is to get
the series done, so that the libraries and Native American genealogists can have a
complete set to work with.

If you have any more questions please don't hesitate to contact me directly at the
email given below.
Sincerely,
Jeff Bowen
Transcriber of Eastern Cherokee By Blood
Jeff@nativestudy.com<mailto:NativeStudy@nativestudy.com>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Ann Conrad
Sent: Saturday, September 27, 2008 3:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
I have noticed on Genealogical Publishing's web site that Jeff Bowen has published
Eastern Cherokee by Blood, 1906-1910 in five volumes. The records are: Applications
1 to 21,880 from the U.S. Court of Claims, 1906-1910. Cherokee-Related Records of
Special Commissioner Guion Miller.
You may need to check out the records that are published in the nine volume set you
have:
Cherokee By Blood: Records of Eastern Cherokee Ancestry in the US
Court of Claims, 1906-1910
[Applications 1 - 27800]
by Jerry Wright Jordan, 1987
There might be a duplication.

At 11:11 AM 9/26/2008, you wrote:
Hello all!
I'm a new genealogist/genealogy librarian...
question.

I hope someone can help me with this

Our genealogy department recently purchased a set of books by Jeff Bowen, "Eastern
Cherokee by Blood". I see that we have already on-shelf a set of volumes entitled
"Cherokee by Blood" by Jerry Wright Jordan. Prior to purchase, I looked up each
requested book in our card catalog - obviously Bowen's set was not included in our
catalog, but upon review, I wonder if the two sets are identical - and if I should
cancel the order of Bowen's set in order to save money for new books that include
information we do not have in our collection? If the sets are fundamentally
different, or each includes some different names, or if the Bowen book is - say better indexed... I'd be happy for us to follow through on the order...
Any ideas?
Thank you!
________________________________
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An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ref5 at li.lib.ms.us Wed Oct 1 10:04:04 2008
From: ref5 at li.lib.ms.us (Melissa Holecamp)
Date: Wed Oct 1 10:07:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
In-Reply-To: <42D41A2197E0409C97BD1C57F661A6D7@JOEPC>
Message-ID: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCKEEMCBAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
MessageThank you for the information.
receiving Mr. Bowen's series!

I am really looking forward to

Melissa
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Joe Garonzik
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2008 5:07 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
We are the publishers of Jeff Bowen's books in the ongoing series, EASTERN
CHEROKEE BY BLOOD. Here are Jeff's comments about why he undertook the
series and how it differs from those of Jerry Wright Jordan.

Joe Garonzik
Genealogical.com
Clearfield Company

Ms Jordan's books are a great achievement. They contain
a great deal of information not strictly found in the Guion Miller Rolls,
such as the lengthy "Miscellaneous Testimonies," which mostly pertain to
rejected claimants.

What I have done is to abstract information directly off
the National Archives microfilm. These abstracts are short statements
explaining the conclusion of the Guion Miller Commission as to whether they
were accepted or rejected. My books are a faithful abstraction of each

application. Nothing added, nothing taken away. Just the purest possible
form of the archive record. Painstakingly proofed, every word, as
meticulously as possible.

For many years people have waited for Jerry Wright
Jordan to go beyond Volume 9 of her series since the applications continue
on to # 45,857. Knowing my publisher would not accept a work starting with
application # 27801, I started at the very beginning, using the title from
the archive record, "Eastern Cherokee By Blood 1906 - 1910," and a format
which imitates that of the microfilm. It is my belief that within the next
year I will be able to finish the pure form of the application abstracts. We
are trying to make each book approx. 206 pages, plus the index.

As of September 29, 2008, I have finished abstracting
Volumes 10 (Applications 34,186-38,215) and 11 (38,216-42,265), and have
started Volume 12 (42,266-45,857), the last book in the series.

I hope this helps explain the difference between the two
series. My goal is to get the series done, so that the libraries and Native
American genealogists can have a complete set to work with.

If you have any more questions please don't hesitate to
contact me directly at the email given below.
Sincerely,

Jeff Bowen
Transcriber of Eastern Cherokee By Blood
Jeff@nativestudy.com

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Ann Conrad
Sent: Saturday, September 27, 2008 3:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
I have noticed on Genealogical Publishing's web site that Jeff Bowen has
published
Eastern Cherokee by Blood, 1906-1910 in five volumes. The records are:
Applications
1 to 21,880 from the U.S. Court of Claims, 1906-1910. Cherokee-Related
Records of Special Commissioner Guion Miller.
You may need to check out the records that are published in the nine
volume set you have:
Cherokee By Blood: Records of Eastern Cherokee Ancestry in the US
Court of Claims, 1906-1910
[Applications 1 - 27800]
by Jerry Wright Jordan, 1987
There might be a duplication.

At 11:11 AM 9/26/2008, you wrote:

Hello all!

I'm a new genealogist/genealogy librarian...
with this question.

I hope someone can help me

Our genealogy department recently purchased a set of books by Jeff
Bowen, "Eastern Cherokee by Blood". I see that we have already on-shelf a
set of volumes entitled "Cherokee by Blood" by Jerry Wright Jordan. Prior
to purchase, I looked up each requested book in our card catalog - obviously
Bowen's set was not included in our catalog, but upon review, I wonder if
the two sets are identical - and if I should cancel the order of Bowen's set
in order to save money for new books that include information we do not have
in our collection? If the sets are fundamentally different, or each
includes some different names, or if the Bowen book is - say - better
indexed... I'd be happy for us to follow through on the order...

Any ideas?

Thank you!
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From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Wed Oct 1 11:09:27 2008
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Wed Oct 1 11:14:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
In-Reply-To: <CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCKEEMCBAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
References: <42D41A2197E0409C97BD1C57F661A6D7@JOEPC>
<CHEIKGKHOOFCJOAHELBCKEEMCBAA.ref5@li.lib.ms.us>
Message-ID: <D6D02103D9D4472AB2CD5D01727A1845@JOEPC>
You are welcome.

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa
Holecamp
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2008 10:04 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"

Thank you for the information.
Bowen's series!

I am really looking forward to receiving Mr.

Melissa

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Joe Garonzik
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2008 5:07 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"
We are the publishers of Jeff Bowen's books in the ongoing series, EASTERN
CHEROKEE BY BLOOD. Here are Jeff's comments about why he undertook the
series and how it differs from those of Jerry Wright Jordan.

Joe Garonzik
Genealogical.com
Clearfield Company

Ms Jordan's books are a great achievement. They contain a great deal of
information not strictly found in the Guion Miller Rolls, such as the
lengthy "Miscellaneous Testimonies," which mostly pertain to rejected
claimants.

What I have done is to abstract information directly off the National
Archives microfilm. These abstracts are short statements explaining the
conclusion of the Guion Miller Commission as to whether they were accepted
or rejected. My books are a faithful abstraction of each application.
Nothing added, nothing taken away. Just the purest possible form of the
archive record. Painstakingly proofed, every word, as meticulously as
possible.

For many years people have waited for Jerry Wright Jordan to go beyond
Volume 9 of her series since the applications continue on to # 45,857.
Knowing my publisher would not accept a work starting with application #
27801, I started at the very beginning, using the title from the archive
record, "Eastern Cherokee By Blood 1906 - 1910," and a format which imitates
that of the microfilm. It is my belief that within the next year I will be
able to finish the pure form of the application abstracts. We are trying to
make each book approx. 206 pages, plus the index.

As of September 29, 2008, I have finished abstracting Volumes 10
(Applications 34,186-38,215) and 11 (38,216-42,265), and have started
Volume 12 (42,266-45,857), the last book in the series.

I hope this helps explain the difference between the two series. My goal is
to get the series done, so that the libraries and Native American
genealogists can have a complete set to work with.

If you have any more questions please don't hesitate to contact me directly
at the email given below.
Sincerely,

Jeff Bowen

Transcriber of Eastern Cherokee By Blood
Jeff@nativestudy.com <mailto:NativeStudy@nativestudy.com>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary Ann Conrad
Sent: Saturday, September 27, 2008 3:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] "Cherokee by Blood"

I have noticed on Genealogical Publishing's web site that Jeff Bowen has
published
Eastern Cherokee by Blood, 1906-1910 in five volumes. The records are:
Applications
1 to 21,880 from the U.S. Court of Claims, 1906-1910. Cherokee-Related
Records of Special Commissioner Guion Miller.
You may need to check out the records that are published in the nine volume
set you have:
Cherokee By Blood: Records of Eastern Cherokee Ancestry in the US
Court of Claims, 1906-1910
[Applications 1 - 27800]
by Jerry Wright Jordan, 1987
There might be a duplication.

At 11:11 AM 9/26/2008, you wrote:

Hello all!

I'm a new genealogist/genealogy librarian...
with this question.

I hope someone can help me

Our genealogy department recently purchased a set of books by Jeff Bowen,
"Eastern Cherokee by Blood". I see that we have already on-shelf a set of
volumes entitled "Cherokee by Blood" by Jerry Wright Jordan. Prior to
purchase, I looked up each requested book in our card catalog - obviously
Bowen's set was not included in our catalog, but upon review, I wonder if
the two sets are identical - and if I should cancel the order of Bowen's set
in order to save money for new books that include information we do not have
in our collection? If the sets are fundamentally different, or each
includes some different names, or if the Bowen book is - say - better
indexed... I'd be happy for us to follow through on the order...

Any ideas?

Thank you!

_____
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From DMeszaros at aol.com Wed Oct 1 11:33:16 2008
From: DMeszaros at aol.com (DMeszaros@aol.com)
Date: Wed Oct 1 11:33:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Quintin Publications
Message-ID: <cf7.404a3bb8.3614f23c@aol.com>
Quintin is adding many of its publications to WorldVitalRecords.com. See
this posting on the WVR website:
_http://blog.worldvitalrecords.com/index.php?s=quintin_
(http://blog.worldvitalrecords.com/index.php?s=quintin)
Donna Meszaros
In a message dated 9/30/2008 9:44:58 A.M. US Mountain Standard Time,
janettom@vpl.ca writes:
Does anyone have information or insight concerning Quintin
(http://www.quintinpublications.com/)

Publications

I was recently advised by our Acquisitions Department that a number of
publications I had ordered from them were unavailable.
I e-mailed the company to inquire and received a very unsatisfactory reply
stating that "you seem to be ordering from an old catalog." When I replied
to say that I had ordered based on information currently appearing on their
website (as I had explained in my original message), I received no further
response.
I just spot-checked again and one item we have failed to get -- 1870
Manitoba Census - is still listed on their website as being "In Stock."
We've wasted quite a bit of time on these orders and I'm inclined to
abandon my attempts to acquire these publications and to avoid this
publisher in future . . . or am I being too hasty?

Thanks,
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
javascript:top.headers.click_button_send('send');
Send
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

**************Looking for simple solutions to your real-life financial
challenges? Check out WalletPop for the latest news and information, tips and
calculators.
(http://www.walletpop.com/?NCID=emlcntuswall00000001)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081001/
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From cdkartchner at yahoo.com Wed Oct 1 12:24:42 2008
From: cdkartchner at yahoo.com (Joanne Kartchner)
Date: Wed Oct 1 12:24:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 61, Issue 2
In-Reply-To: <20081001160016.945522C8108@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <109691.52703.qm@web35404.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Did you know that a number of Quintin publications have been digitized and are
online at World Vital Records?? It's an ongoing project.
--- On Wed, 10/1/08, genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealibrequest@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> wrote:
From: genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealibrequest@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 61, Issue 2
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Wednesday, October 1, 2008, 5:00 PM
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:

1. Re: Quintin Publications (DMeszaros@aol.com)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 1 Oct 2008 11:33:16 EDT
From: DMeszaros@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Quintin Publications
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <cf7.404a3bb8.3614f23c@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Quintin is adding many of its publications to WorldVitalRecords.com. See
this posting on the WVR website:
_http://blog.worldvitalrecords.com/index.php?s=quintin_
(http://blog.worldvitalrecords.com/index.php?s=quintin)
Donna Meszaros
In a message dated 9/30/2008 9:44:58 A.M. US Mountain Standard Time,
janettom@vpl.ca writes:
Does anyone have information or insight concerning Quintin
(http://www.quintinpublications.com/)

Publications

I was recently advised by our Acquisitions Department that a number of
publications I had ordered from them were unavailable.
I e-mailed the company to inquire and received a very unsatisfactory reply
stating that "you seem to be ordering from an old catalog." When I
replied
to say that I had ordered based on information currently appearing on their
website (as I had explained in my original message), I received no further
response.
I just spot-checked again and one item we have failed to get -- 1870
Manitoba Census - is still listed on their website as being "In
Stock."
We've wasted quite a bit of time on these orders and I'm inclined to
abandon my attempts to acquire these publications and to avoid this
publisher in future . . . or am I being too hasty?
Thanks,
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
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**************Looking for simple solutions to your real-life financial
challenges? Check out WalletPop for the latest news and information, tips and
calculators.
(http://www.walletpop.com/?NCID=emlcntuswall00000001)
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From raleighadams at hotmail.com Wed Oct 1 14:55:22 2008
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (sherry raleigh-adams)
Date: Wed Oct 1 14:55:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Randolph and Howard co, MO Books
Message-ID: <BAY136-W5088AB539B5BF3352699F5C9420@phx.gbl>
Gone West Publications is pleased to announce the release of 2 more volumes of
Howard and Randolph co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, available in both book form and
economically-priced CD?s! The new CD format allows independent researchers a more
affordable resource with easy, every-word search functions that could launch their
research into whole new family lines in seconds!
But, before you invest, investigate Gone West Publications? on-line indices! If
you have ancestors in central Missouri, don?t miss this opportunity to browse
through the indices for all 13 volumes now available on-line. Nearly 80,000
Missourians are listed in these PDF's and the indices are yours to view as you
please! To do so, go to the following link and click on the book or books that
interest you most.
http://www.gonewestpublications.com/books.html
Here's a look of what you can expect from these books:
Randolph co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, October 17, 1889
Pg. #3: Everett Fullington, the 11-year-old son of John Fullington of this
vicinity, took a notion four or five weeks ago that he would strike out for himself
and boarded the train at this point for NE. Not being able to find employment in
that State, he crossed over into KS, where he secured work, but the labor was
heavy, the fare light and wages low, and on Saturday last he returned to old

Randolph co, thoroughly disgusted with life in the West, and satisfied to spend his
future in grand old MO, the land of plenty.
Boone co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, June 28, 1888
Pg. #3: Long lost Ike Crisman has returned home. Some two months ago, he drew $500
from the bank, stating that he was going down the river to buy hogs, but would be
back in a day or two. Mrs. Crisman had given him up as dead and employed a man to
run the farm near here while she looked after the growing crop on Gallinipper
Island. After six weeks, she received a postal card from Kansas City, stating that
he was domiciled in the work house in that city, working out a fine. She paid his
fine and brought him home. Ike states that some four weeks ago, he was arrested for
carrying concealed weapons and was fined $50. Having no money, he was placed in the
workhouse to work it out at the rate of 50 cents per day and board.
Boone co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 6:
Friday, March 23, 1906
Pg. #1: We have received from our friend, Mrs. Mary Bysfield, one of the oldest
residents of Rocheport, the St. Louis Republican, dated May 3, 1883. In it is an
account, telegraphed from Columbia, of the trial of Mike Shroyer, who murdered his
wife near Sturgeon, Boone co, in October 1876. After the crime Shroyer disappeared
and his whereabouts was not known until six years later, when he was found near
Joplin, MO, working as a grader on a railroad. He was found guilty and sent to the
penitentiary for ten years, but died before the expiration of his term. Terry
Bradley, a native of Rocheport, and father of Brooks Bradley of the Democrat staff,
was one of the jurors. The defendant would likely have been hanged, but got a
light sentence largely owing to the immoral character of the woman he slew. In the
fall of 1876, Shroyer, with his wife and three children, left Marshall, KS, for
Miami co, IN, to collect money coming to her from her first husband?s estate. In
passing through Boone co they stopped at the home of Mr. Gulick, near Sturgeon, to
get feed for their team The woman in the wagon said then that her husband had
threatened to kill her that very night. The following February some woodchoppers
found the mutilated remains of a human being, and it was very easy to trace the
crime to Mr. Shroyer.
Howard co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, Jan 8, 1885
Pg. #7: Mrs. Green of Macon City, MO, widow of the late Col. Clark H. Green,
formerly of Glasgow, died suddenly of heart disease at Joseph, MO, Dec 30th, aged
56 years. She had been visiting friends in that city and started to the depot to go
to Dakota on a visit to her son, William Green. Burial at the cemetery of St.
Joseph. She once lived in Fayette and was a daughter of Dr. Snelson, who for many
years resided here. Hall K. Green, who has been living at Cape Girardeau for
several years, is a son of the deceased. Mrs. Green was born May 3, 1825 in Louisa
co, VA and came to MO with her parents when a child. On Feb 22, 1853, she was
married to Col. Green at Fayette. On Jun 17, 1865, the family moved to Macon City
where the Col. died in Sep 1871. [An informative letter from the Dr. to Mary Green
is included.]
Howard co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 4:
Thursday, Jul 12, 1906
Pg. #1: Fred Jones, son of Sanford Jones, and Emma Jones, daughter of William
Jones, both of near Lisbon were first cousins, but that did not prevent them from
falling in love. They wanted to marry, but the laws of Missouri prevented such, so
they eloped to Oswego, KS, where they were made husband and wife Jul 5th. They then
came back to Clinton, MO.

As you may have noted, these volumes are more than just a powerful genealogical
tool. They also offer the reader a peek into the social values and cultural
aspects relevant to their ancestors? time period. The historical significance of
the articles found in these newspapers is a great learning tool for the armchair
sociologist and the genealogist who has hit a brick wall. I hope that you will
find them useful.
_________________________________________________________________
Stay up to date on your PC, the Web, and your mobile phone with Windows Live.
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Oct 1 16:22:44 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Oct 1 16:22:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New index available online
In-Reply-To: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <049301c92403$79a41cb0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
We have put online an 85 volume, 500,000 searchable index to the Rochester
newspapers from 1818-1897. See:
(http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=647&storyTypeID=&sid=&)
"The Rochester Newspaper Index is a project of the Rochester Public Library.
The database consists of references to articles that appeared in the
Rochester newspapers during the period 1818-1897. The indexing was done in
two time periods: 1818 - 1850 and 1851 - 1897. For a list of the newspapers
indexed and the abbreviations used, please consult the FAQ's.
If you would like to order a copy of an article, please consult the Ordering
Information page for complete details. Articles may be sent via e-mail, fax
(within the Continental U.S.) or standard post. Please allow seven (7) days
for the completion of your order.
Please note that in many cases, particularly for the very early newspapers,
articles may be only a line or two long. Staff cannot look at the newspaper
for you before sending an article, and refunds will not be granted because
an article did not contain the information you were hoping to find. (Please
consult the FAQ's for additional information.)"
We hope that people find this to be useful!
Larry Naukam
From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Wed Oct 1 16:28:39 2008
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Morales)
Date: Wed Oct 1 16:40:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] CORRECTION: Online Finding Aids @ Alexandria Library
In-Reply-To: <48E3BF01.9050500@alexandria.lib.va.us>

References: <48E3BF01.9050500@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Message-ID: <48E3DD77.20802@alexandria.lib.va.us>
The finding aids you received yesterday were tagged with incorrect URLs.
The corrected finding aids appear in blue type below.
Apologies.....LAM
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Virginia American Water Company
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00015.xml.frame
John K. Pickens Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00016.xml.frame
May Family Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00017.xml.frame
Lemuel Durbin Williams Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00018.xml.frame
Alexandria Office of Sheriff Jail Records
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00019.xml.frame
Parker-Gray Historic District Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00020.xml.frame
Sherwood Farm Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00021.xml.frame
Alexandria Fire Department Records
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00022.xml.frame
James O'Hara Cazenove Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00023.xml.frame
Joseph F. Rodgers Business Records
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00024.xml.frame
Edith Moore Sprouse Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00025.xml.frame
St. John's Academy Records
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00026.xml.frame
Montgomery Dent Corse Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00027.xml.frame
Ames Williams Collection
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00028.xml.frame
Henry C. Hart Correspondence
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00029.xml.frame
Lucius Bellinger Northrop Papers
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/apl/vaallhs00030.xml.frame

Leslie Anderson Morales
Reference Librarian
Local History/Special Collections
Alexandria Library
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, B|VA 22314-2420
(703) 838-4577 x213
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081001/9f625970/
attachment.html
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Wed Oct 1 18:20:16 2008
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Wed Oct 1 17:20:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] MINNESOTA Research notes
Message-ID: <48E3F7A0.2020402@parkbooks.com>
Our research note for October (Family History month) explains how you
can enrich the searches for Minnesota birth and death records, and why
you should. You can find it at
http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/res_WOTR.html
More notes on other topics of interest to Minnesota family researchers
can be found at
http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/research.html
Happy ancestor hunting!
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From KimPetersOCLS at aol.com Wed Oct 1 17:25:24 2008
From: KimPetersOCLS at aol.com (KimPetersOCLS@aol.com)
Date: Wed Oct 1 17:25:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 61, Issue 2
Message-ID: <c84.39413424.361544c4@aol.com>
please remove me from your mailing list.
Thanks.

**************Looking for simple solutions to your real-life financial
challenges? Check out WalletPop for the latest news and information, tips and
calculators.
(http://www.walletpop.com/?NCID=emlcntuswall00000001)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081001/10176303/

attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Oct 3 13:24:11 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 3 13:24:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: International Black Genealogy Summit, Oct 2009]
Message-ID: <48E6553B.6030604@arlsmail.org>
For your information - sounds great!
-------- Original Message -------Subject:
International Black Genealogy Summit, Oct 2009
Date:
Thu, 2 Oct 2008 16:06:40 -0400
From:
jordonsh <jordonsh@jersey.net>
To:
'jordonsh' <jordonsh@jersey.net>

*International Black Genealogy Summit*
*Allen County Public Library**, Fort Wayne, IN

*

*October 29-31, 2009 *

This momentous event signifies the first time that all of the black
historical and genealogical societies in the U.S., Canada and the
Caribbean will come together to celebrate the joys and challenges of
black genealogy.
The idea to host this event is the brainchild of two visionaries:
*Marjorie Sholes*, professional genealogist, FGS Delegate and former
President of the California African American Genealogical Society; and
*Curt Witcher*, former President of the National Genealogical Society
and the Department Manager for the Historical Genealogy Department of
the Allen County Public Library.

http://www.blackgenealogysummit.com/welcome.html

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081003/0363ef55/
attachment.html
From ASteele at oakville.ca Sat Oct 4 12:03:45 2008
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele@oakville.ca)
Date: Sat Oct 4 15:10:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
10/06/2008)
Message-ID: <OF1569BD38.5BD857A1-ON852574D8.00583C1B-852574D8.00583C1B@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 10/06/2008.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Central Adult
Information Desk at (905) 815-2044 or at oplreference@oakville.ca.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message
61, Issue 4" sent on 10/04/2008 12:00:15 PM.

"genealib Digest, Vol

This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.
From tneel at ogs.org Sat Oct 4 19:42:23 2008
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom)
Date: Sat Oct 4 19:43:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio Genealogical Librarians' Seminar
Message-ID: <4C84AD33E6714B1983483F59F25BF713@LibrarianPC>
The Ohio Genealogical Society is again hosting the OGS Genealogical Librarians'
Seminar on Friday, October 10th, 2008, 9:30 AM to 3:00 PM at the OGS Library, 713 S
Main St., Mansfield OH. Fee $15.00 registration and $10.00 for optional box lunch.
Sessions this year are "Ideas that Came out of Building a New Library that Might be
Helpful in Your own Local History/Genealogy Room" by Deb Keener of Wooster Public
Library; "National Archives & Records Administration Web Resources for the
Genealogist" by Galen Wilson and associates from the Dayton NARA branch; "It's Not
Your Ancestors Library: Genealogy Libraries for the 21st Century" by Patricia
Moseley Van Skaik of the Cincinnati-Hamilton Co Public Library; and "Developing or
Locating Quality Programs for Your Local History/Genealogy Room" by Gwen Gotham
Mayer of the Hudson Library & Archives. This is an educational gathering for
professionals who work in the genealogy and local history field in Ohio's
libraries. A mailing was sent to libraries across Ohio and I should have posted
this much earlier for any who missed that. Registration may be done through the web
site www.ogs.org - or by calling the library at 419-756-7294 - or by showing up at
the door although we cannot secure lunch without pre-registration. The lunch
choices from the web form may be emailed to tneel@ogs.org We have around 25 signed
up so far but can get a few more in the seminar room and still be comfortable.
Tom Neel, Library Director, Ohio Genealogical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081004/169c90dc/
attachment.html

From genguide at comcast.net Sun Oct 5 07:52:50 2008
From: genguide at comcast.net (Charlene Pipkin)
Date: Sun Oct 5 07:52:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy
Message-ID: <000001c926e0$e59fba70$b0df2f50$@net>
Improve your genealogical research skills at the Salt
Genealogy, January 12-16, 2009. The Utah Genealogical
be holding its very successful Salt Lake Institute of
Radisson Hotel in downtown Salt Lake City, Utah. This
educational experience taught by expert genealogists.

Lake Institute of
Association will again
Genealogy at the
is a week-long

Increase your methodology skills in using the internet, researching "beyond
the library," or "one-on-one-problem-solving" for your personal research
project. Explore the many possibilities of the records of Spain, Latin
America, German-speaking areas, or England. Focus on American records and
research or the Gulf South states of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas.

Classes finish by early afternoon each day allowing time for research at the
Family History Library, located just two blocks away. In addition (or if
you can't get away during the day), there are 15 optional evening classes on
dynamic topics ranging from maximizing online offerings to relevant
methodologies. So much to choose from!

No matter which course you attend, you will be a better genealogist by
January 16, 2009. What are you waiting for? Sign up NOW! For more
information or to enroll online, visit www.infouga.org
<http://www.infouga.org/> !

Charlene Pipkin
SLIG Publicity Coordinator
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081005/531b706b/
attachment.html
From reminder at comcast.net Mon Oct 6 11:28:00 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Mon Oct 6 11:28:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Book List 4: Email privately...
References: <20081005160017.1690A2C813A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00d401c927c8$1ef9f550$6401000a@minder>
As in the past, I am sending out another email with Book List 4 to anyone
who would like to receive it.
It contains books from my home library that
I am thinning out because of my health (my children won't know what to do

with these) , a few books published by friends, some from a deceased UDC
member's estate sale; and one published by our local genealogical society.
The books are for sale--not for swap or free; payments are by money order,
bank draft, or... check (if you are a library). There will not be any
invoices sent and I will honor your request on a "first come, first serve"
basis and give two weeks for payment to arrive.
If you don't get the books
you want (you will need to act fast), I will put you on a list in case
someone defaults on their request.
There are southeast Alabama books and
other genealogical books from all over.
If you would like to have this
list privately emailed to you, please reply, privately, to this email with
your name and email address.
Many of you have seen my list before...

Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc.
Alabama

(SEAGHS)

From info at ancestralmanor.com Sun Oct 5 19:55:22 2008
From: info at ancestralmanor.com (Sharon)
Date: Mon Oct 6 11:29:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists and Public
Historians
Message-ID: <48E953EA.9040903@ancestralmanor.com>
Hello,
In April of 2009, I will be a genealogical representative in a panel
discussion about genealogy and public history at the annual conference
of the National Council on Public History in Providence, Rhode Island.
www.ncph.org
Public history is centered on bringing history to the public, often
through museums, libraries, other special collections, historical parks,
university research projects and public education programs.
In my mind, public history is an incentive for a history "of the people,
by the people and for the people," ideally providing a context for civic
knowledge, education and understanding for families, communities and
nations.
Genealogy research reveals not only lineal begats, but the lives,
fortunes or misfortunes of families and their communities over time.
Genealogy methodology standards requires fact finding without regard to
preferred views or generalities. As preconceptions fall away, ancestral
lives become much more complex and interesting "microcosms in history."
A personal window into eras and layers of history that may also reveal
family ancestry on various sides of wartime, political, economic,
religious or social upheaval or progress.
Such ancestral views allow for a better perspective in the larger
panoramas of history.
The purpose of sparking discussions between genealogists and public
historians is to provide possibilities for more synergy in our efforts.
I would like to hear from folks who have observed or participated in
projects that were founded in or produced synergy between genealogists

and public historians. I am particularly interested in how the
collaboration was sparked and what practical issues were addressed to
make the project successful.
Thanks!
Sharon Sergeant

From archives at uww.edu Mon Oct 6 13:16:18 2008
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Mon Oct 6 13:16:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists and
PublicHistorians
References: <48E953EA.9040903@ancestralmanor.com>
Message-ID: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A8A69@facmail3.uww.edu>
We regularly have students from the public history program on campus do their
required internships in our archives. The most significant project they worked on
from a genealogical point of view was a landowner index to the 1857 Walworth County
plat map. The map was later digitized and the map and index are available through
the University of Wisconsin Digital Collections site. The faculty member viewed
the project as a way to teach students about land use. We viewed it as making a
fragile item available to all researchers - historian or genealogist.
Karen Weston
University Archivist
UW-Whitewater Archives / Area Research Center
800 West Main Street P.O. Box 900 Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.html
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Exceptions Fall 2008:
Closing at 4:30: Wed. Nov. 26; Fri. Nov. 28; Mon. Dec. 22; Tues. Dec. 23; Fri. Dec.
26; Mon. Dec. 29
Closed: Thurs. Nov. 27; Wed. Dec. 24; Thurs. Dec. 25; Tue. Dec 30; Wed. Dec. 31
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sharon
Sent: Sun 10/5/2008 6:55 PM
To: apg@rootsweb.com; genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu; neapg@neapg.org
Subject: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists and PublicHistorians

Hello,
In April of 2009, I will be a genealogical representative in a panel
discussion about genealogy and public history at the annual conference
of the National Council on Public History in Providence, Rhode Island.
www.ncph.org
Public history is centered on bringing history to the public, often
through museums, libraries, other special collections, historical parks,

university research projects and public education programs.
In my mind, public history is an incentive for a history "of the people,
by the people and for the people," ideally providing a context for civic
knowledge, education and understanding for families, communities and
nations.
Genealogy research reveals not only lineal begats, but the lives,
fortunes or misfortunes of families and their communities over time.
Genealogy methodology standards requires fact finding without regard to
preferred views or generalities. As preconceptions fall away, ancestral
lives become much more complex and interesting "microcosms in history."
A personal window into eras and layers of history that may also reveal
family ancestry on various sides of wartime, political, economic,
religious or social upheaval or progress.
Such ancestral views allow for a better perspective in the larger
panoramas of history.
The purpose of sparking discussions between genealogists and public
historians is to provide possibilities for more synergy in our efforts.
I would like to hear from folks who have observed or participated in
projects that were founded in or produced synergy between genealogists
and public historians. I am particularly interested in how the
collaboration was sparked and what practical issues were addressed to
make the project successful.
Thanks!
Sharon Sergeant

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Oct 6 13:53:35 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon Oct 6 13:52:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists
andPublicHistorians
In-Reply-To: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A8A69@facmail3.uww.edu>
References: <48E953EA.9040903@ancestralmanor.com>
<C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A8A69@facmail3.uww.edu>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB94026014B2@magneto.wals.local>
Oshkosh in 1918: an interdisciplinary study of the 1918 influenza
epidemic
The influenza epidemic that swept the globe in the summer and fall of
1918 killed more than 20 million people worldwide. In 2001, students at
UW-Oshkosh engaged in a research project to understand the local scope
and effects of the flu in Winnebago County. This site describes the
history of the disease, the science behind its spread, and the memories

of those who lived through the epidemic.
Online facsimile at:

http://www.uwosh.edu/archives/flu/home.html#

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of UW-W
Archives
Sent: Monday, October 06, 2008 12:16 PM
To: info@ancestralmanor.com; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists
andPublicHistorians
We regularly have students from the public history program on campus do
their required internships in our archives. The most significant
project they worked on from a genealogical point of view was a landowner
index to the 1857 Walworth County plat map. The map was later digitized
and the map and index are available through the University of Wisconsin
Digital Collections site. The faculty member viewed the project as a
way to teach students about land use. We viewed it as making a fragile
item available to all researchers - historian or genealogist.
Karen Weston
University Archivist
UW-Whitewater Archives / Area Research Center
800 West Main Street P.O. Box 900 Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.html
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Exceptions Fall 2008:
Closing at 4:30: Wed. Nov. 26; Fri. Nov. 28; Mon. Dec. 22; Tues. Dec.
23; Fri. Dec. 26; Mon. Dec. 29
Closed: Thurs. Nov. 27; Wed. Dec. 24; Thurs. Dec. 25; Tue. Dec 30; Wed.
Dec. 31
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sharon
Sent: Sun 10/5/2008 6:55 PM
To: apg@rootsweb.com; genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu; neapg@neapg.org
Subject: [Genealib] Crossover Opportunities for Genealogists and
PublicHistorians

Hello,
In April of 2009, I will be a genealogical representative in a panel
discussion about genealogy and public history at the annual conference

of the National Council on Public History in Providence, Rhode Island.
www.ncph.org
Public history is centered on bringing history to the public, often
through museums, libraries, other special collections, historical parks,
university research projects and public education programs.
In my mind, public history is an incentive for a history "of the people,
by the people and for the people," ideally providing a context for civic
knowledge, education and understanding for families, communities and
nations.
Genealogy research reveals not only lineal begats, but the lives,
fortunes or misfortunes of families and their communities over time.
Genealogy methodology standards requires fact finding without regard to
preferred views or generalities. As preconceptions fall away, ancestral
lives become much more complex and interesting "microcosms in history."
A personal window into eras and layers of history that may also reveal
family ancestry on various sides of wartime, political, economic,
religious or social upheaval or progress.
Such ancestral views allow for a better perspective in the larger
panoramas of history.
The purpose of sparking discussions between genealogists and public
historians is to provide possibilities for more synergy in our efforts.
I would like to hear from folks who have observed or participated in
projects that were founded in or produced synergy between genealogists
and public historians. I am particularly interested in how the
collaboration was sparked and what practical issues were addressed to
make the project successful.
Thanks!
Sharon Sergeant

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From paulette5705 at peoplepc.com Mon Oct 6 16:29:36 2008
From: paulette5705 at peoplepc.com (paulette5705@peoplepc.com)
Date: Mon Oct 6 16:29:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] History of Fannin County, Georgia left over
Message-ID: <68512465F90A4A7693C3CA5F3A525C67@YOUR2B7243C539>

I am interested in the book Facets of Fannin County.
Is it still available ?
Paulette
paulette5705@peoplepc.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081006/157a318d/
attachment.html
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Tue Oct 7 09:46:48 2008
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Tue Oct 7 08:46:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Trails of Tears: Minnesota's Dakota Indian Exile Begins
Message-ID: <48EB6848.2090107@parkbooks.com>
We have just added a new book to our offerings on the Dakota Conflict of
1862. "Trails of Tears: Minnesota's Dakota Indian Exile Begins," through
a series of essays, tells what happened in the weeks following the
defeat of Little Crow and early December, 1862, as the prisoners were
moved to Camp Lincoln near Mankato, and their families were escorted to
Fort Snelling to the internment camp.
Much of the information has not been in print before, including
documentation on the route taken by the families and the mob plots to
massacre the prisoners. These plots were covered up at the highest level
of state government, and are revealed here for the first time.
Details can be found at <http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/Trailssheet.pdf>
or in our 'hot' list at <http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/hot.html>.
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From Dlunow at aol.com Tue Oct 7 09:14:48 2008
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Oct 7 09:36:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] History of Fannin County, Georgia left over
Message-ID: <c28.41da6b0b.361cbac8@aol.com>
Paulette
I think that book is gone, I will double check

today.

Diane

**************New MapQuest Local shows what's happening at your destination.
Dining, Movies, Events, News & more. Try it out!
(http://local.mapquest.com/?
ncid=emlcntnew00000001)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081007/8f75cd04/
attachment.html
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Oct 6 14:42:18 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Tue Oct 7 10:34:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Book List 4: Email privately...
In-Reply-To: <00d401c927c8$1ef9f550$6401000a@minder>

References: <20081005160017.1690A2C813A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<00d401c927c8$1ef9f550$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <8CAF5FA6507A1D5-163C-14D0@WEBMAIL-DY17.sysops.aol.com>
Dear Friend:
? may I please receive your list. mrarchive@aol.com? I buy for the SAR the local
and State Historical Society as my funds permit..? Thinking good thoughts and
sending them your way for good and better? health. Steve
-----Original Message----From: Ceya <reminder@comcast.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Mon, 6 Oct 2008 11:28 am
Subject: [Genealib] Book List 4: Email privately...
As in the past, I am sending out another email with Book List 4 to anyone who would
like to receive it. It contains books from my home library that I am thinning out
because of my health (my children won't know what to do with these) , a few books
published by friends, some from a deceased UDC member's estate sale; and one
published by our local genealogical society.?
?
The books are for sale--not for swap or free; payments are by money order, bank
draft, or... check (if you are a library). There will not be any invoices sent and
I will honor your request on a "first come, first serve" basis and give two weeks
for payment to arrive. If you don't get the books you want (you will need to act
fast), I will put you on a list in case someone defaults on their request. There
are southeast Alabama books and other genealogical books from all over. If you
would like to have this list privately emailed to you, please reply, privately, to
this email with your name and email address. Many of you have seen my list
before...?
?
?
Mrs. Ceya Minder, Librarian?
Southeast Ala. Genealogical & Historical Society, Inc. (SEAGHS)?
Alabama ?
_______________________________________________?
genealib mailing list?
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Oct 7 17:57:14 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue Oct 7 17:57:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (October 2008)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2702821165@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
October 2008

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>
CIVIL WAR PATHFINDER NOW AVAILABLE
RELIC has just published a new edition of our pathfinder Chasing the
Civil War.
The 12 page guide covers a number of topics that may be
useful for the beginner or the scholar. It suggests bibliographies for
general overviews of the war and for particular battles and campaigns with an emphasis on Virginia and Prince William County. (The Manassas
and Bristow campaigns took place here.)
It also highlights the
resources available in our library.
It tries to help those who
or his burial place; those
looking for historic maps,
uniforms, and memorabilia;
involved with the study of

are searching for a particular person's life
tracking specific military units; those
manuscripts, personal narratives, portraits,
and those who want to contact organizations
the American Civil War today.

A lot has changed in source material since our first edition over ten
years ago. The new edition contains much more on internet sites and
electronic databases, but also identifies useful books and journals.
The pathfinder may be read and downloaded free at our website
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/civil_war_research.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/civil_war_research.htm> .
A print
version of Chasing the Civil War may be picked up at any branch library
of the Prince William Public Library System.
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All these programs will take place
at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. You may register for any of these programs at
703-792-4540 or relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
For
details see http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
October 9, 11 am - Tracing Your American Ancestors through Land Records,
presented by Karen Jensen.
October 28, 7 pm - Tracing Your American Ancestors through Land Records,
presented by Karen Jensen (repeat)

November 2, 2 pm - Assembling Your Family History, presented by John P.
Colletta. (cosponsored by the Prince William County Genealogical
Society)
November 15, 2 pm - Rooting for Your Ancestors, a Beginning Genealogy
Course for Kids and Their Families.
November 25, 7 pm - Demonstration of Family Tree Maker Software,
presented by Susie Besecker.
The Genealogy Doctor is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Oct. 16, Nov. 6 and 20, 10am-noon.
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by
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From johnw at biblio.org Thu Oct 9 11:52:11 2008
From: johnw at biblio.org (John Wiehn)
Date: Thu Oct 9 11:49:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Obit of a James M. Fulton??
Message-ID: <1223567363_4899@lucius>
Hello,

This list and it's members have been so helpful to us in the past..

We've had a patron ask for information and hopefully a obituary of
a semi-famous March King named:

James Melville Fulton

Mr. Fulton died on May 6th 1940 in Belmont Massachusetts.

Prior to going to Massachucetts he resided in Waterbury,
Connecticut and became the conductor of the American Band
which he later renamed the Fulton's American Band.

Fulton wrote at least 233 known published works.
142+ Marches, 8 Overtures, 5 Polkas, 5 Schottisches,
4 Cakewalks, 4 Gallops, 22 Waltzes, and 43 other miscellaneous works.

To some in the know his work was better than John Phillip Sousa.

Fulton was very well known in the state of Connecticut in the 1890-1920
period.

The patron has asked our help in finding any published obituaries of
James Fulton // James M. Fulton // James Melville Fulton

His date of death May 6th 1940.

Can someone run a quick old newspaper search for us to see if obit exsists?
It may have been published in a Connecticut, Massachucetts or New York
paper.

If you come across any other articles written about him that would be like
finding the holy grail for our patron.

Key words may be -

Fulton's American Band
James Fulton
Fulton and Marches

James Fulton AND Waterbury

Our email if anything can be found is:

johnw@biblio.org

THANK YOU....

John Wiehn
Whittemore Library
Naugatuck, CT
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Oct 13 10:31:32 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Oct 13 10:39:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] John L. Germany Public Library - Tampa
In-Reply-To: <1223567363_4899@lucius>
References: <1223567363_4899@lucius>
Message-ID: <000001c92d40$65bbc090$313341b0$@lib.mi.us>

Good morning.

Is there anyone on the list from the above library? If so, please contact me
off the list. I have a patron who would like to get a copy of something in
your collection.

Thank you.

Phyllis Rickard
A-V / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library

prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Mon Oct 13 12:53:12 2008
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL@aol.com)
Date: Mon Oct 13 12:53:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] John L. Germany Public Library - Tampa
Message-ID: <c01.4aa1540e.3624d6f8@aol.com>
In a message dated 10/13/2008 9:39:54 AM Central Daylight Time,
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us writes:
Good morning.
Is there anyone on the list from the above library? If so, please contact me
off the list. I have a patron who would like to get a copy of something in
your collection.
Thank you.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011
As a matter of curisoty, where did you get my e-mail address from?
Thank you.
_subvetpaul@aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul@aol.com)
Paul W. Wittmer
**************New MapQuest Local shows what's happening at your destination.
Dining, Movies, Events, News & more. Try it out
(http://local.mapquest.com/?ncid=emlcntnew00000002)
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From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Mon Oct 13 16:44:48 2008
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Mon Oct 13 16:46:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] PA title for the asking
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F1E524A@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Oct 14 09:18:53 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Oct 14 09:13:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
I received a new family history title from the author. He requested
that we pull his previous family history from the shelf and return it to
him because the book had too many errors. Although the title is
different, the new book is supposed to be an updated and corrected
version of the first. What would you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Tue Oct 14 09:19:46 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Tue Oct 14 09:23:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <WC20081014131946.960138@tcpclibrary.org>
I would comply, as long as it was the same title, but updated. However, I
would make him pay the expense of returning it.. We have several of these
"works in progess" on our family history shelf and they are updated every
year or so.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 14 Oct 2008 09:18:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return

I received a new family history title from the author. He requested that we
pull his previous family history from the shelf and return it to him because
the book had too many errors. Although the title is different, the new book
is supposed to be an updated and corrected version of the first. What would
you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From stirkk at juno.com Tue Oct 14 09:26:54 2008
From: stirkk at juno.com (Kate Stirk)
Date: Tue Oct 14 09:29:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
Message-ID: <20081014.092654.9938.0@webmail10.vgs.untd.com>
I'd honor his request.
I base that on the standard library decision to weed old and outdated materials
when the new and updated edition is received.
No one has the shelf space to keep every edition.
Kate Stirk, Librarian
North Metro Technical College
StirkK@Juno.com
____________________________________________________________
Learn about VA loan programs and benefits. Click now.
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL2131/fc/
Ioyw6iifTKR7igm7W09iK3Dd2TxcUvZM1bNzHIXeQoPo35hAVjf1H4/
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Oct 14 10:27:02 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Oct 14 10:21:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871B9B@mail.wvculture.local>
Thank you for the replies.
my own decision.

I needed confirmation from peers to back up

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008 9:19 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf
and return
I received a new family history title from the author. He
requested that we pull his previous family history from the shelf and
return it to him because the book had too many errors. Although the
title is different, the new book is supposed to be an updated and
corrected version of the first. What would you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Tue Oct 14 11:34:33 2008
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Tue Oct 14 11:34:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] PA title for the asking - has been claimed
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F1E52A5@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
This has been claimed; is no longer available.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us Tue Oct 14 14:39:43 2008
From: dlitzer at acpl.lib.in.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Tue Oct 14 14:39:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and
return
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <48F4AF2F.1236.0001.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
You really have two questions: the first being what your institution's policy is on
dealing with donations for which an investment has already been made to add them to
your collection (presumably this is a donation--if you bought the book, why return
it to him?), and the second being whether you can rationalize that action as a
collection development decision.
Addressing the second question: the original work, flawed as it may be, represents
how history was best interpreted at a given point in time. If another researcher
cites that particular work for his/her genealogy, and that original edition is no
longer available to be verified at a later date, a disservice has been done,
because there's no way of knowing how the "new-and-improved" version has changed
history, or at least our view of it. If you don't have room for every edition
and/or don't want to antagonize a patron, those are separate issues--but I would
at least remind the author that every edition of a family history has enduring
value, and libraries exist to preserve that value.
Don Litzer
Reference Librarian, The Genealogy Center
Allen County Public Library
900 Library Plaza
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802
e-mail: dlitzer@acpl.info
phone (reference desk): 260.421.1225
>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 10/14/2008 9:18 AM >>>
I received a new family history title from the author. He requested
that we pull his previous family history from the shelf and return it to
him because the book had too many errors. Although the title is
different, the new book is supposed to be an updated and corrected
version of the first. What would you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

From daysa at oplin.org

Tue Oct 14 15:56:28 2008

From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Oct 14 15:59:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf andreturn
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
<48F4AF2F.1236.0001.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <000601c92e36$f3910910$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Don
I feel compelled to mention here that your points are very valid and I for
one am glad you brought these up. I think all your points deserve
consideration.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Don Litzer" <dlitzer@acpl.lib.in.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf andreturn
You really have two questions: the first being what your institution's
policy is on dealing with donations for which an investment has already been
made to add them to your collection (presumably this is a donation--if you
bought the book, why return it to him?), and the second being whether you
can rationalize that action as a collection development decision.
Addressing the second question: the original work, flawed as it may be,
represents how history was best interpreted at a given point in time. If
another researcher cites that particular work for his/her genealogy, and
that original edition is no longer available to be verified at a later date,
a disservice has been done, because there's no way of knowing how the
"new-and-improved" version has changed history, or at least our view of it.
If you don't have room for every edition and/or don't want to antagonize a
patron, those are separate issues--but I would at least remind the author
that every edition of a family history has enduring value, and libraries
exist to preserve that value.
Don Litzer
Reference Librarian, The Genealogy Center
Allen County Public Library
900 Library Plaza
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802
e-mail: dlitzer@acpl.info
phone (reference desk): 260.421.1225
>>> Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org 10/14/2008 9:18 AM >>>
I received a new family history title from the author. He requested
that we pull his previous family history from the shelf and return it to
him because the book had too many errors. Although the title is
different, the new book is supposed to be an updated and corrected
version of the first. What would you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center

1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Wed Oct 15 10:36:32 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Wed Oct 15 10:47:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B43C99E9@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Susan,
You already had some good replies. Just to put in my two cents - we have gotten
that request several times before and we honor that request. Certainly if the
author has corrected errors in his first publication we want the most accurate
publication on our shelves.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee's Summit Rd.
Independence MO 64055
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Susan Scouras
Sent: Tue 10/14/2008 8:18 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
I received a new family history title from the author. He requested that we pull
his previous family history from the shelf and return it to him because the book
had too many errors. Although the title is different, the new book is supposed to
be an updated and corrected version of the first. What would you do?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part --------------
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From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Wed Oct 15 10:47:28 2008
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Wed Oct 15 10:48:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] FW: ST200X Microfilm Printer/Scanner
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46720@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F46723@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
See below
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: Wanda Hunter
Sent: Wed 10/15/2008 10:02 AM
To: genealib@mailman.comp.usf.edu
Subject: ST200X Microfilm Printer/Scanner
All,
We are considering purchasing this piece of equipment for our Local History Room.
It will be used by customers and staff. Have any of you purchased this model in
the past year? Would you please share comments from staff and customers.
Thanks.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From wylie.jwc at sbcglobal.net Wed Oct 15 11:31:12 2008
From: wylie.jwc at sbcglobal.net (John Wylie)
Date: Wed Oct 15 11:31:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B43C99E9@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFD5A@mail.wvculture.local>
<E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B43C99E9@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <48F60CC0.908@sbcglobal.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081015/
d0a5223d/attachment.html
From cmethod at iupui.edu Wed Oct 15 12:28:27 2008
From: cmethod at iupui.edu (Method, Colleen M)
Date: Wed Oct 15 12:28:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
In-Reply-To: <20081015160016.572ED2C8133@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20081015160016.572ED2C8133@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <25970A75D9BAA4489D81F8307859AF0F1B4BD02FA9@iu-mssg-mbx03.ads.iu.edu>
Any request for a return to author should be addressed according to the concerns.
Where I am at (an academic library) once a book hits the shelves the author has no
right to ask for its return.
I'm not cold or not feeling - its up to every library to address this issue.
However, think about the authors who are not completely up on what the
responsibilities of an author is versus publisher. A publisher can recall items
and do. However a self-publisher should consider anything printed to be an "as-is"
publication and only publish updated versions.
This persons mistake was renaming the book and not just adding updated or revised
on it.
Colleen Method
From kb0jpn at earthlink.net Wed Oct 15 15:43:42 2008
From: kb0jpn at earthlink.net (Floyd Smith III)
Date: Wed Oct 15 15:43:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free Duplicates ~ Reimburse the shipping
Message-ID: <5626BCBF33164EF7BDE1D74390A500CC@Inspiron1521>
Hello Listers,
I've taken advantage of many "Free to Good Home" offers on this mail list,
now its my turn to give back a little. Over the next several weeks I'll be
posting a list of all our duplicate periodicals...a little at a time.
Everything listed will be FREE to the first respondent, but we do ask for
postage reimbursement. Please respond OFF list.
Today's short list:
The
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol

Ohio
27 28 28 28 34 -

Genealogical Society's The Report
#4 ~ Winter 1987
#2 ~ Summer 1988
#3 ~ Fall 1988
#4 ~ Winter 1988
#2 ~ Summer 1994

Floyd Smith III ~ Executive Director
West Nebraska Family Research & History Center
1602 Ave. A
Scottsbluff, NE 69361
(308) 635-2400
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From floyd at wnfrhc.org Wed Oct 15 16:41:38 2008
From: floyd at wnfrhc.org (Floyd Smith III)
Date: Wed Oct 15 16:41:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicate Periodicals -- TAKEN
Message-ID: <3BEB0CF4FD48408F837268ACD1C2018C@Inspiron1521>
The duplicate periodicals I offered earlier have been spoken for. Is this a
great list or what!!?!.........Floyd
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081015/
c33d298e/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Oct 16 13:00:51 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu Oct 16 13:01:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Leave from 17 October 2008 to 19 October 2008
Message-ID: <OF33F6C439.830F1AF0-ONCA2574E4.005D7684CA2574E4.005D7684@slv.vic.gov.au>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081017/
a734b1d1/attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Oct 16 17:13:56 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Oct 16 17:14:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] IAJGS AWARDS STERN GRANT TO ITALIAN GENEALOGICAL GROUP
Message-ID: <327FA3CD3BEF44D8BDE2CEDFE529AEBD@DELL>
For Immediate Release
IAJGS AWARDS STERN GRANT TO ITALIAN GENEALOGICAL GROUP
IGG Will Create Online Brooklyn Brides Index for 1910-1930
NEW YORK CITY - October 16, 2008 - The International Association of Jewish
Genealogical
Societies (IAJGS) has awarded the 2008 Rabbi Malcolm H. Stern Grant to the Italian
Genealogical Group (IGG). The $2,500 grant will be used to create, computerize, and
place
online an index to the names of women who got married in Brooklyn from 1910 through
1930.
The IGG provides free access to the public to online databases it creates from
print and
card indexes. The databases serve as indexes to 19th- and 20th-century birth,
marriage,
and death records and naturalization records for New York City's five boroughs,
Long
Island's Nassau and Suffolk counties, and some counties in northern New York State.
Every
name listed in the print and card indexes is included in the databases.
Nominated by the Jewish Genealogical Society of Long Island, the IGG was chosen by
the
Rabbi Malcolm H. Stern Grant Committee from among the nominations submitted by the
IAJGS's
member societies. The committee submitted its recommendation to the IAJGS's Board
of
Directors for its consideration and approval. The nomination was subsequently voted

on and
approved at the IAJGS membership meeting at this year's IAJGS Annual International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy.
According to IAJGS, "The grant will make it possible for the IGG to create and
computerize
a Brooklyn Brides Index for 1910-1930 from original records on 268 rolls of film
from the
Family History Library. There is currently no such index available for this period
- a
period of massive Jewish immigration. The Jewish genealogy community has greatly
benefited
from the 12,000,000 records computerized by earlier IGG projects, and it is most
appropriate to support the 1910-1930 Brooklyn Brides project, one that will surely
allow
many researchers to identify the descendants of female relatives who have to date
been
untraceable." This marks the first time that the IGG will create a database from
the
records themselves rather than from an existing index.
More than 500 volunteers from local genealogy groups-and individuals in Canada,
Ireland,
and England who learned about the IGG's projects through the Internet-compile the
databases under the leadership and supervision of the IGG's Project Coordinator
John
Martino. The IGG first participated in an indexing project in 1999 when it
partnered with
New York City's Jewish Genealogical Society to create a database of Kings County
(Brooklyn, New York) naturalizations.
The grant honors Rabbi Malcolm Henry Stern (1915-1994), widely considered to be
"the dean
of American Jewish genealogy," and his efforts to increase the availability of
resources
for Jewish genealogical research. The intention of the Stern Grant is to encourage
institutions to pursue projects, activities, and acquisitions that provide new or
enhanced
resources to benefit Jewish genealogists.
About IAJGS: The International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies is an
independent, non-profit umbrella organization that coordinates the activities of
more than
seventy-five national and local Jewish genealogical societies around the world. The
IAJGS
was formed in the late 1980s to provide a common voice for issues of significance
to its
members, to advance our genealogical avocation, and to coordinate items such as the
Annual
International Conference on Jewish Genealogy. http://www.iajgs.org
About IGG: The Italian Genealogical Group, based in Long Island, New York, is
dedicated to
furthering Italian family history and genealogy. The databases it creates include
every
name listed in the indexes, without regard to nationality or religion. Volunteers
from the
IGG and other genealogy organizations in the New York area have been transcribing
and

indexing record collections held at local and regional archives.
http://www.italiangen.org
Eileen Polakoff, Chairperson
2008 Rabbi Malcolm H. Stern Grant Committee
###
From reminder at comcast.net Thu Oct 16 17:27:12 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Thu Oct 16 17:27:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Author's request to pull title from shelf and return
References: <20081014160018.0E4DC2C812A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003001c92fd5$f4bdd1b0$6401000a@minder>
It seems unfair to request that the book be returned to the author.
1.

You had to "pay" for the original book.

2.

Is the author offering to "pay" you for the return of the old book?

3.

How do you know the new book is better?

4.

Just sounds like a very odd request.

Ceya Minder, Librarian
SEAGHS
Alabama
From rhager at slcl.org Thu Oct 16 17:53:38 2008
From: rhager at slcl.org (Ruth Ann Hager)
Date: Thu Oct 16 17:51:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Alabama book on African American Research
Message-ID: <002a01c92fd9$abd12930$25c7d9c7@slcl.org>
An important new book has just come out for African American research in
Alabama that will be of interest to many of you. Frazine Taylor's
Researching African American Genealogy in Alabama provides an overview for
African American research in Alabama and then goes into detail about each of
Alabama's 67 counties and their records.

Frazine is the Head of Reference for the Alabama Department of Archives and
History (ADAH), so knows these sources well. She is also the coordinator of
the African American Course which is taught every two years at the Institute
of Genealogy and Historical Research (IGHR) at Samford University in
Birmingham.

For more about her new book, see
www.newsouthbooks.com/bkpgs/detailtitle.php?isbn_solid=1603060448
____________________________________________________________________
Ruth Ann Hager, CG, CGL
Reference Specialist, Special Collections
St. Louis County Library
1640 South Lindbergh Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63131-3598
(314) 994-3300 ext. 208
rhager@slcl.org
<BLOCKED::http://www.slcl.org/branches/hq/sc/>
http://www.slcl.org/branches/hq/sc/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081016/
a2dd2919/attachment.html
From glennperdue at bellsouth.net Thu Oct 16 23:55:27 2008
From: glennperdue at bellsouth.net (glennperdue@bellsouth.net)
Date: Thu Oct 16 23:55:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Author's request to pull title from shelf and
return
In-Reply-To: <003001c92fd5$f4bdd1b0$6401000a@minder>
References: <20081014160018.0E4DC2C812A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<003001c92fd5$f4bdd1b0$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID:
<101720080355.10457.48F80CAF00042DB2000028D922216125569B0A02D2089B9A019C04040A0DBF0
A9A0B9D0A9F02020A0409@att.net>
I do not make it a habit of weighing in on this type of discussion but as a
researcher and a publisher of family books I feel I may have just a little insight
into this request.
First: as a researcher I would hope one would not keep on the shelf books that they
know contains misinformation. There is a mind set that accepts as fact anything in
print.
Second: it is unprofessional not to honor a request for removal of tainted data. By
not doing so one might consider that you are perpetuation a hoax. And we have
enough of them already.
It is up to you to put this away.
Glenn Perdue
Chesterfield, SC
PULL the book. Offer to return it or recycle it. If the person is willing to pay
for the return, please do so, if not, recycle it.
-------------- Original message from "Ceya" <reminder@comcast.net>: ------------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

It seems unfair to request that the book be returned to the author.
1. You had to "pay" for the original book.
2. Is the author offering to "pay" you for the return of the old book?
3. How do you know the new book is better?
4. Just sounds like a very odd request.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
SEAGHS

> Alabama
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/related
From genealogy at daddezio.com Fri Oct 17 01:55:36 2008
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Fri Oct 17 01:56:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Live Roots Announcement & Local Roots Introduction
Message-ID: <37228BF892E14DC1A07E2ECAB0545AF5@NJWK2ID>
Live Roots, my new genealogy search engine, was released last week. I
delayed announcing it on this list for two reasons; there were a ton of
excellent suggestions during the first few days, and I wanted to implement
some of them. The other reason was that I needed additional time to setup
Local Roots.
Live Roots (http://www.liveroots.com/) is a free genealogy search engine
that allows visitors to search through thousands of database titles from
subscription sites, books publishers and a variety of online websites. Live
Roots also lets you browse through the latest database, book and website
releases in its "Discover" feature, which is updated daily.
For additional details, visit "Genealogy Today Launches Live Roots Meta
Search Website"
(http://www.genealogytoday.com/info/pr/live_roots_launch.html)
If you feel that Live Roots is a useful tool for genealogists, I would
greatly appreciate it if you would add a link to the site from your
library's public (external) website (or send the link information below to
your webmaster).
Live Roots Genealogy Search
http://www.liveroots.com/
Now for Local Roots... I'm developing a version of Live Roots intended for
on-premise access for your patrons. Local Roots (http://www.localroots.com)
will offer a variety of special features that revolve around your geographic
location and the local resources (e.g. historical society) that your patrons
may have an interest in. Local Roots will also be advertising free, and
configured to automatically adjust links to the major database provider
websites that your library subscribes to, making the experience of using
Local Roots to access them seamless.
Local Roots will also offer a subsription upgrade for the Genealogy Today
databases included in the Surname Results. Subscribing to these additional
databases is purely optional. You will not receive sales calls or badgering
e-mails. If you're interested in pricing, just ask and I'll send you a .PDF
with the details. The subscription rates are very affordable.
I'm planning to have Local Roots ready by November 3rd, but you may learn
more about it and signup at any time.
Most of all, I would really appreciate your feedback on either project.
Several librarians from this list were involved in the pre-launch preview,
and their feedback was very helpful.

Thank you,
- illya
Illya J. D'Addezio, owner@gentodayllc.com
Genealogy Today LLC
New Providence, NJ 07974
GenealogyToday.com
http://www.genealogytoday.com/
Live Roots Genealogy Search
http://www.liveroots.com/
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Oct 17 08:30:08 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 17 08:30:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Patty Barthell Myers, 1930-2008
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0810170529k1e72eec1ke30894ed3b0cccc2@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0810170528u3015b390s37c26a77aa9ec6ef@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0810170529o117e96b9nb5a6cccb1d3c5aca@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0810170529k1e72eec1ke30894ed3b0cccc2@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0810170530j1de1bdeas7ab4dbd3db71d49e@mail.gmail.com>
Her obituary simply stated her "life's work was genealogy."
Well said.
I wrote more about her work and included her lengthy obituary at:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/10/patty-barthell-myers-1930-2008.html
I particularly liked the closing comment: "Her life was an example of
overcoming enormous challenges, and making a difference in the world,
patiently, quietly--and then there was the occasional wild rumpus. "
Her late husband was at the "Hanoi Hilton" the same time as John McCain.
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Oct 17 09:14:03 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 17 09:17:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Patty Barthell Myers, 1930-2008
References:
<45c595dc0810170528u3015b390s37c26a77aa9ec6ef@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0810170529o11
7e96b9nb5a6cccb1d3c5aca@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0810170529k1e72eec1ke30894ed3b0cccc
2@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0810170530j1de1bdeas7ab4dbd3db71d49e@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <001201c9305a$39f83ed0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Tom and others
While I did not know Patty nor had I heard of her, I find it very comforting
to know that she is being remembered on this list. None of us will get out
of this life alive so it helps to think that some of us on this list will be
remembered by others once our Day comes. I also liked how her obituary
stated her life's work was genealogy. Definitely well said and one can tell
by reading this that Patty was devoted to this subject. I specifically liked
that it was stated she wanted donations made in her name to any local
library. Isn't that even more fitting a tribute to a person like her than if
it stated donations were to be made to HER favorite library! Makes me feel
good to read her obit so Tom thanks for forwarding this to our list.
Sandy Day

Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
PS I would like to go down in genealogy history known as The Indexer as I
index anything I can get my hands on!
----- Original Message ----From: "Tom Kemp" <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 8:30 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Patty Barthell Myers, 1930-2008
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Her obituary simply stated her "life's work was genealogy."
Well said.
I wrote more about her work and included her lengthy obituary at:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/10/patty-barthell-myers-1930-2008.html
I particularly liked the closing comment: "Her life was an example of
overcoming enormous challenges, and making a difference in the world,
patiently, quietly--and then there was the occasional wild rumpus. "
Her late husband was at the "Hanoi Hilton" the same time as John McCain.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ASteele at oakville.ca Fri Oct 17 12:04:32 2008
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele@oakville.ca)
Date: Fri Oct 17 12:01:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
10/20/2008)
Message-ID: <OFBCA3FA6F.8AC62F42-ON852574E5.00584E75-852574E5.00584E75@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 10/20/2008.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Central Adult
Information Desk at (905) 815-2044 or at oplreference@oakville.ca.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message
61, Issue 14" sent on 10/17/2008 12:00:19 PM.

"genealib Digest, Vol

This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Fri Oct 17 15:08:53 2008
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Fri Oct 17 15:08:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Connecticut Nutmegger

Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BCFCF618@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
Dear genealib,
Our library is searching for loose (not hardbound) issues of the
Connecticut Nutmegger vols. 15-21. Would any of you happen to have
extra copies available? We will, of course, be happy to pay for any
shipping costs. Please respond directly to me otugarina@nehgs.org , not
to the list.
Thank you!
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
617-226-1228
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org
NEHGS collects, preserves, and interprets materials to document and make
accessible the histories of families in America.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081017/
a51eae74/attachment.html
From ajbrock at u.washington.edu Fri Oct 17 20:45:08 2008
From: ajbrock at u.washington.edu (Amber Brock)
Date: Fri Oct 17 20:45:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
Message-ID: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the University of
Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a genealogy
year-long class. I am putting together a small article about Genealogy and
Librarianship for the Information School's student newspaper. Our library
school does not have any classes or workshops that focus on the skills and
helpful resources when assisting patrons with genealogical based
questions/research. If you have the time, could you answer the following
questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school students read to
prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school students
become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about genealogy
and Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Oct 18 07:48:25 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Sat Oct 18 07:48:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students - FREE TUTORIAL!

In-Reply-To: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
Message-ID: <48F9CD09.9090703@tampabay.rr.com>
Hello Amber and All,
I recommend to all Library School students and all librarians serving
genealogists that you read and study my large free online tutorial
"Librarian's Guide to Helping Patrons with Genealogical Research"
available online at http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html.
This tutorial goes into detail from a librarian helping
her patrons point of view, and includes a "site map" Table of Contents.
I originally began this as a library school project ten years ago, and
have kept updating it. All the pages (totaling almost 50 pages now) have
been updated this year, and some new pages have been added.
If you have any questions, you can write to me at centans@tampabay.rr.com
Thank you,
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
Amber Brock wrote:
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Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the University
of Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a
genealogy year-long class. I am putting together a small article about
Genealogy and Librarianship for the Information School's student
newspaper. Our library school does not have any classes or workshops
that focus on the skills and helpful resources when assisting patrons
with genealogical based questions/research. If you have the time,
could you answer the following questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school students
read to prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school
students become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about
genealogy and Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081018/70f3b7fe/
attachment.html
From Konigr at buffalolib.org Sat Oct 18 10:01:20 2008
From: Konigr at buffalolib.org (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Sat Oct 18 10:02:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students

In-Reply-To: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
Message-ID: <20081018140215.C6C822C8090@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hi Amber,
I would recommend these books to help librarians learn about
genealogy research:
1. The Source: A Guidebook of American Genealogy - Loretto Dennis Szucs
2. The Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy - Val Greenwood
3. Ancestry's Red Book: American State, County & Town Sources - Alice
Eichholz - I would read the sections on the states your patrons would
ask about frequently to help you learn the basics about genealogy
research in those states.
I would also recommend becoming familiar with the U.S. Census and
state census records (if they exist) and vital records research
(especially your state's access policies). I would become familiar
with other local records including wills/estate records, land
records, newspapers/newspaper transcriptions, city directories, local
histories, church records, cemetery transcriptions/records, and
maps/atlases. Military records are also very helpful, especially
Revolutionary War pension files, Civil War service records and
pension files, WWI draft registration cards, and military discharge papers.
I think the following databases and websites are also important:
* Ancestry Library Edition database (library subscription)
* HeritageQuest database (library subscription)
* Digital Sanborn Maps (library subscription)
* http://www.familysearch.org/eng/default.asp - Including
becoming familiar with the Family History Library, its online records
search, its holdings, its Family History Centers locally and its
renting policies.
* Social Security Death Index - http://ssdi.rootsweb.ancestry.com/
* NARA - http://www.archives.gov/genealogy/
* http://www.vitalrec.com/
* http://usgenweb.org/ - including local projects
* http://www.cyndislist.com/
* www.liveroots.com
I would also recommend becoming familiar with your local historical
and genealogical societies, their websites, and digital collections;
and your state library/state archives, their websites, and digital collections.
Other advice I would give is to keep in mind that there's no quick
and exact way to do genealogy research. Your search strategy will
depend on the what records exist for the time periods you're
researching in the localities you're researching, as well as the
ethnicity of your ancestors.
I would also encourage researchers to
interview family members about their family history.
Rhonda Konig
Special Collections Librarian
Grosvenor Room
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library
1 Lafayette Square
Buffalo, NY 14203

At 08:45 PM 10/17/2008, you wrote:
>Hello Everyone,
>I am currently in my second year of library school at the University
>of Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a
>genealogy year-long class. I am putting together a small article
>about Genealogy and Librarianship for the Information School's
>student newspaper. Our library school does not have any classes or
>workshops that focus on the skills and helpful resources when
>assisting patrons with genealogical based questions/research. If you
>have the time, could you answer the following questions for me.
>
>1. What books or article would you recommend library school students
>read to prepare for these types of reference interactions?
>2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school
>students become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
>3. What other advice would you give library school students about
>genealogy and Libraries?
>
>Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
>
>Amber Brock
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081018/30340851/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Sat Oct 18 13:37:52 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Sat Oct 18 13:37:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
In-Reply-To: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
Message-ID: <A50D279011B3454691DB43D7591686F0@TreviaBeverlyPC>
----- Original Message ----From: "Amber Brock" <ajbrock@u.washington.edu>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 7:45 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
Amber, you're going to get some great suggestions but one 'old standby' that
I still use is Lois Horowitz' "Knowing Where to Look,The Ultimate Guide to
Research." A Writers Digest Book, 1986, and not including the Internet as
we know it today, nonetheless, really helpful.
And you are definitely going to need to know how to help your patrons cite
their sources. Among others that she has written, begin with
'Evidence!
Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian" by Elizabeth Shown Mills.
Those of us who are old timers, even some who are not trained librarians,
most likely have a batch of books on our private shelves that
could fill the bill.

A good article with reference books noted is Myra Gormley's "Building a
Dream Library." http://www.genealogy.com/66_myra.html
Good luck with your project Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
From ajbrock at u.washington.edu Sat Oct 18 13:47:56 2008
From: ajbrock at u.washington.edu (Amber Brock)
Date: Sat Oct 18 13:48:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks!
Message-ID: <0d5b01c93149$a778df60$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
I just wanted to thank everyone for all their help. I was surprised to wake
up this morning to an inbox full of wonderful response to my request for
help on my article. It is nice to know I have found a community of
individuals who are willing to help so much. I am hoping to become a
genealogy librarian and these sources will help me as well as my article. I
will post my article to the list once I am done writing it.
Thanks again for all your help!
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sun Oct 19 14:33:26 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Mon Oct 20 08:52:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students - FREE TUTORIAL!
In-Reply-To: <002501c93125$ea6c3200$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
<48F9CD09.9090703@tampabay.rr.com>
<002501c93125$ea6c3200$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <48FB7D76.20804@tampabay.rr.com>
Thanks for the compliments! It was a fun project, and I am glad folks
can use it!
Sharon Centanne
Sandy Day wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sharon and the rest
This should answer about all your questions Amber. No sense in any of
us reinventing the wheel when Sharon has done such a wonderful job on
this site. Just viewed it myself and found ideas I will use in my next
genealogy classes. Kudos to Sharon for all her hard work. We do have
some amazing persons on this list and its great that we all love to
share! Guess we were taught this rule early on from our families!
Thank you Sharon!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Sharon Centanne <mailto:centans@tampabay.rr.com>
To: Amber Brock <mailto:ajbrock@u.washington.edu> ; Librarians
Serving Genealogists <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
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Sent: Saturday, October 18, 2008 7:48 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students - FREE
TUTORIAL!
Hello Amber and All,
I recommend to all Library School students and all librarians
serving genealogists that you read and study my large free online
tutorial "Librarian's Guide to Helping Patrons with Genealogical
Research"
available online at
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html. This tutorial
goes into detail from a librarian helping
her patrons point of view, and includes a "site map" Table of
Contents.
I originally began this as a library school project ten years ago,
and have kept updating it. All the pages (totaling almost 50 pages
now) have been updated this year, and some new pages have been added.
If you have any questions, you can write to me at
centans@tampabay.rr.com <mailto:centans@tampabay.rr.com>
Thank you,
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
Amber Brock wrote:
Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the
University of Washington's Information School and in my first
quarter of a genealogy year-long class. I am putting together a
small article about Genealogy and Librarianship for the
Information School's student newspaper. Our library school does
not have any classes or workshops that focus on the skills and
helpful resources when assisting patrons with genealogical based
questions/research. If you have the time, could you answer the
following questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school
students read to prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school
students become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about
genealogy and Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf..edu
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081019/74bff3f8/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Sat Oct 18 09:32:07 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Oct 20 08:53:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students - FREE TUTORIAL!
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
<48F9CD09.9090703@tampabay.rr.com>
Message-ID: <002501c93125$ea6c3200$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Sharon and the rest
This should answer about all your questions Amber. No sense in any of us
reinventing the wheel when Sharon has done such a wonderful job on this site. Just
viewed it myself and found ideas I will use in my next genealogy classes. Kudos to
Sharon for all her hard work. We do have some amazing persons on this list and its
great that we all love to share! Guess we were taught this rule early on from our
families!
Thank you Sharon!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Sharon Centanne
To: Amber Brock ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Saturday, October 18, 2008 7:48 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students - FREE TUTORIAL!
Hello Amber and All,
I recommend to all Library School students and all librarians serving
genealogists that you read and study my large free online tutorial "Librarian's
Guide to Helping Patrons with Genealogical Research"
available online at http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html. This
tutorial goes into detail from a librarian helping
her patrons point of view, and includes a "site map" Table of Contents.
I originally began this as a library school project ten years ago, and have kept
updating it. All the pages (totaling almost 50 pages now) have been updated this
year, and some new pages have been added.
If you have any questions, you can write to me at centans@tampabay.rr.com
Thank you,
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
Amber Brock wrote:
Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the University of
Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a genealogy year-long

class. I am putting together a small article about Genealogy and Librarianship for
the Information School's student newspaper. Our library school does not have any
classes or workshops that focus on the skills and helpful resources when assisting
patrons with genealogical based questions/research. If you have the time, could you
answer the following questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school students read to
prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school students become
acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about genealogy and
Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081018/
afb780d9/attachment.html
From SKirby at environcorp.com Mon Oct 20 11:19:07 2008
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Mon Oct 20 11:19:10 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAAEB604B@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
The ALA\RUSA has guidelines:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/resources/guidelines/index.cfm
And RUSA has a short online training course:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cf
m
Diane Kovacs does a resources survey every year or two:
http://www.kovacs.com/oldresults/gencore06.html - 2008 is still in
progress The best single book on doing independent research using more than just
the "usual" sources is not limited to genealogy, but is nevertheless,
one that I refer to often:
Mann, Thomas. 2005. The Oxford guide to library research. New York:
Oxford University Press. ISBN: 9780195189971
____________________

Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/>
| 8725 W. Higgins Road, Suite 725 |
Chicago, Illinois 60631
V: 773-272-3521 | F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Mon Oct 20 11:50:07 2008
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Mon Oct 20 11:50:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
In-Reply-To: <8A02BF7DDB536F4699D2B9287AB2994372B1BCF2@AAPQMAILBX01V.proque.st>
References: <0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu>
<8A02BF7DDB536F4699D2B9287AB2994372B1BCF2@AAPQMAILBX01V.proque.st>
Message-ID: <167AC388FE0F6341857C82D02C7CCC176C926FED@AAPQMAILBX01V.proque.st>
Amber, et al:
Just last week, I discovered a new book written by Jack Simpson, "Basics of
Genealogy Reference: A Librarian's Guide." Jack is Curator of Local and Family
History at The Newberry Library, Chicago, IL. He's a well-respected genealogy
librarian and a frequent contributor to Genealib.
The book was released on September 30 and retails for $40. It's currently available
from Amazon.com (warning: the URL could change at anytime):
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591585147
According to the product description, "This book offers novice and experienced
reference librarians an introduction to tried-and-true genealogy techniques and
resources. With the help of four case studies, Simpson outlines a basic starting
strategy for conducting genealogy research. Later chapters deal specifically with
genealogical librarianship: how to conduct a reference interview, continuing and
professional development, and basic resources every collection should have. Charts,
screen shots, and examples of public documents are also included; while a series of
appendices present the case studies in their entirety."
Sounds to me like he's hit the bull's-eye with this book! I've already ordered my
copy. Maybe we can coax Jack into giving us some more details?!
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest LLC
william.forsyth@proquest.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Amber Brock

Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 6:45 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the University of
Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a genealogy
year-long class. I am putting together a small article about Genealogy and
Librarianship for the Information School's student newspaper. Our library
school does not have any classes or workshops that focus on the skills and
helpful resources when assisting patrons with genealogical based
questions/research. If you have the time, could you answer the following
questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school students read to
prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school students
become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about genealogy
and Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Mon Oct 20 13:29:20 2008
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Mon Oct 20 13:31:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
References:
<0d2a01c930ba$c5465160$23f35f80@lib.washington.edu><8A02BF7DDB536F4699D2B9287AB2994
372B1BCF2@AAPQMAILBX01V.proque.st>
<167AC388FE0F6341857C82D02C7CCC176C926FED@AAPQMAILBX01V.proque.st>
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44A933@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
This book was recently recommended to me in a genealogy class.
in and it looks like it has a lot of good information.

I just got my copy

Jennifer Daugherty
Reference Director
Laurel County Public Library
London, KY
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Forsyth, William
Sent: Mon 10/20/2008 11:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students

Amber, et al:
Just last week, I discovered a new book written by Jack Simpson, "Basics of

Genealogy Reference: A Librarian's Guide." Jack is Curator of Local and Family
History at The Newberry Library, Chicago, IL. He's a well-respected genealogy
librarian and a frequent contributor to Genealib.
The book was released on September 30 and retails for $40. It's currently available
from Amazon.com (warning: the URL could change at anytime):
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591585147
According to the product description, "This book offers novice and experienced
reference librarians an introduction to tried-and-true genealogy techniques and
resources. With the help of four case studies, Simpson outlines a basic starting
strategy for conducting genealogy research. Later chapters deal specifically with
genealogical librarianship: how to conduct a reference interview, continuing and
professional development, and basic resources every collection should have. Charts,
screen shots, and examples of public documents are also included; while a series of
appendices present the case studies in their entirety."
Sounds to me like he's hit the bull's-eye with this book! I've already ordered my
copy. Maybe we can coax Jack into giving us some more details?!
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest LLC
william.forsyth@proquest.com
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Amber Brock
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 6:45 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Advice for Library School Students
Hello Everyone,
I am currently in my second year of library school at the University of
Washington's Information School and in my first quarter of a genealogy
year-long class. I am putting together a small article about Genealogy and
Librarianship for the Information School's student newspaper. Our library
school does not have any classes or workshops that focus on the skills and
helpful resources when assisting patrons with genealogical based
questions/research. If you have the time, could you answer the following
questions for me.
1. What books or article would you recommend library school students read to
prepare for these types of reference interactions?
2. What genealogy resources would you recommend library school students
become acquainted with to prepare for these interactions?
3. What other advice would you give library school students about genealogy
and Libraries?
Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.
Amber Brock
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From simpsonj at newberry.org Tue Oct 21 09:57:08 2008
From: simpsonj at newberry.org (Jack Simpson)
Date: Tue Oct 21 09:57:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Advice for Library School Students
Message-ID: <48FDDFB4.1010200@newberry.org>
Hello, everyone:
This is a timely topic for me, because as Bill kindly noted, my book
just came out:
Basics of Genealogy Reference: A Librarian's Guide
http://www.amazon.com/Basics-Genealogy-Reference-Librarians-Guide/dp/1591585147
When I first started working as a student reference assistant in a
history library, I noticed that about half the users were genealogists.
So I asked a reference librarian what I should read to learn a bit about
genealogy, and she pointed me to The Source. The Source is the best
reference book for American genealogy, in my opinion, but it was a bit
overwhelming as a beginner, and I didn't read it at that point.
So after working as a reference librarian in genealogy for a number of
years, I decided to write a short, beginner-friendly book aimed at
librarians and library students who aren't planning on specializing in
genealogy, but would like to know some of the basics tools and
techniques for assisting family history researchers. I particularly
focus on resources that will be available at many public libraries,
including free internet sources and the major commercial databases.
Throughout the book, I use several case studies to illustrate research
methods. I also mention GENEALIB as a great resource, by the way.
I teach a similar online class on genealogy reference through the ALA,
called Genealogy 101:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/development/genealogy101/index.cfm
I'll be offering it again the spring.
Thanks for giving me a chance to mention these- I swear I didn't solicit
this question so I could promote my book!
-Jack Simpson
Curator of Local and Family History
The Newberry Library
312.255.3671

simpsonj@newberry.org
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Tue Oct 21 16:47:46 2008
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Tue Oct 21 16:47:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free CD-ROM Towers / CD Changer Cartridges
Message-ID: <32c265400810211347r5a7e5e5cqa61a6ca1148f07f0@mail.gmail.com>
I hope there is someone out there who can use these...
I have 3 Todd CD-ROM towers (4, 4 and 2 drives) which were still
functional when last used 8 or 9 years ago. I can no longer keep them
around and I hate to throw them out. If you're interested, they are
yours for the shipping.
I also have a couple of Pioneer CD changer 6-CD cartridges, in case
you have managed to keep any of those running.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From RRoberts at cslib.org Wed Oct 22 11:55:16 2008
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Wed Oct 22 11:51:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder -- CT State Library closed Thurs. Oct. 30
Message-ID: <48FF14A4.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
The State Library facilities, with the exception of the Museum of Connecticut
History, will be closed all day Thursday, October 30th for Connecticut State
Library All Staff Day. All Staff Day provides an opportunity for employees to get
to know other employees, to hear from the State Librarian, and to take advantage of
skill development opportunities.
The Museum of Connecticut History will be open its regular hours, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m.
Normal hours will resume on Friday, October 31st.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677

http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Oct 23 10:51:51 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Oct 23 10:46:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Debit card refunds: yes or no?
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871BBC@mail.wvculture.local>
Does anyone offer refunds of unused amounts loaded on debit cards used
for microfilm reader-printers and photocopiers? If yes, is it a
posted/published policy, or only offered to patrons who actually request
refunds? I know all the pros and cons, I just need an idea if many
institutions, particularly smaller ones, are doing so.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081023/3cad3fac/
attachment.html
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Oct 23 10:53:16 2008
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Oct 23 10:53:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Debit card refunds: yes or no?
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871BBC@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871BBC@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <WC20081023145316.0418DB@and.lib.in.us>
I don't think we did. We announced the change and kept the old system
functioning side-by-side with the new for quite a while.

-----Original Message----From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thu, 23 Oct 2008 10:51:51 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Debit card refunds: yes or no?
Does anyone offer refunds of unused amounts loaded on debit cards used for
microfilm reader-printers and photocopiers? If yes, is it a posted/published
policy, or only offered to patrons who actually request refunds? I know all
the pros and cons, I just need an idea if many institutions, particularly
smaller ones, are doing so.
Susan Scouras
Librarian

WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081023/99e68d89/
attachment.html
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Thu Oct 23 10:58:02 2008
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Thu Oct 23 10:56:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Debit card refunds: yes or no?
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871BBC@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871BBC@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640165E7FA@carrch23.carrollton.com>
We use a debit print card for the copiers. We do not offer refunds;
instead we encourage people to keep the card because they can reload it.
Being a public library, we are more often likely to have repeat
customers. Occasionally, patrons will leave cards with five or ten
cents on them. When we have a few, we transfer the small amounts to one
card to have on hand for 'emergency printing' (i.e., students with no
money).

No one has complained about our practice to my knowledge.

Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library at Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2008 9:52 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Debit card refunds: yes or no?

Does anyone offer refunds of unused amounts loaded on debit cards used
for microfilm reader-printers and photocopiers? If yes, is it a
posted/published policy, or only offered to patrons who actually request
refunds? I know all the pros and cons, I just need an idea if many
institutions, particularly smaller ones, are doing so.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081023/
b9d215f2/attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Oct 23 13:00:52 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu Oct 23 13:01:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Unavailable from Friday 24 to 26 October 2008
Message-ID: <OF0AC5566F.E6E89D0E-ONCA2574EB.005D76EFCA2574EB.005D76EF@slv.vic.gov.au>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081024/6430229d/
attachment.html
From petras at mcdl.info Thu Oct 23 18:49:27 2008
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Thu Oct 23 18:49:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Lock-Ins...
Message-ID: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F292599713F@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
We are
Medina
on the
should

considering having our first genealogy lock-in next spring at the
Library. We will be working with our local genealogical society
program. Can you give me pointers on what works well and what
be avoided?

I know the list has discussed this topic before, but couldn't find it in
the archives...

Thank you!
Kathy Petras
Reference Staff
Medina County District Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081023/71fe2a57/
attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Thu Oct 23 19:39:59 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 23 19:40:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Lock-Ins...
In-Reply-To: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F292599713F@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
References: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F292599713F@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <5e931bb30810231639g6a9f978em96eb2f67597206c8@mail.gmail.com>
Kathy,
Try the following Google search (it will search the GENEALIB archives):
genealib "lock-in"
That search gave me 65 results.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
On Thu, Oct 23, 2008 at 6:49 PM, Kathy Petras <petras@mcdl.info> wrote:
> We are considering having our first genealogy lock-in next spring at the
> Medina Library. We will be working with our local genealogical society on
> the program. Can you give me pointers on what works well and what should be
> avoided?
>
> I know the list has discussed this topic before, but couldn't find it in the
> archives?
From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Sat Oct 25 13:47:52 2008
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Sat Oct 25 13:47:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Kathy Petras - Genealogy Lock-Ins
Message-ID: <20081025174755.ADE583E4041@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Kathy,
At her request, I just sent the following list to Ann Bergelt. Perhaps you
will find some of it helpful in your planning:
During the fall of 2005, we began planning a special ?lock-in? style event to
be held one evening after the library closed. Only patrons holding tickets would
be admitted and the focus would be on genealogy.
(They aren?t really locked in ?
they can leave whenever they wish!) We have now held Genealogy After Hours four
times, and it has been very successful for us. We have been asked to share our
procedures for planning and executing this event. We try to hold our event during

Family History Month in October.
1.

Planning now begins as much as a year in advance:

Select a focus or topic

We have used Native American Ancestry; Those Elusive Female Ancestors; Immigration
and Naturalization Records; and most recently, Effective Cemetery Research.
2.

Select a date

Try to take into consideration other library and local events so as not
to conflict. We have used Saturday evenings from 5 ? 9 or 5:30 ? 8:30 pm. Reserve
the meeting space early.
3.

Establish a budget

We have been very fortunate in having the support of our Friends of the Leesburg
Library for this event. Expenses include a speaker, refreshments, printing costs,
and advertisement. Most, if not all, expenses will be covered by the tickets
purchased for a $10 donation each.
4.

Speaker

Locate a speaker who will be available on the date selected and contract for
speaker?s fee. Depending on the speaker, expenses may include mileage/travel,
meals, and/or lodging in addition to the speaker?s fee. Check for special needs
the speaker has (i.e. projector, microphone). Maintain contact with the speaker
every few weeks and more often as the event nears.
5.

Collection

Evaluate the library?s current collection for the targeted subject area and
update/enhance as needed. Once this task is complete, create a bibliography of
print, multimedia, and database offerings the library has on the topic selected.
These can be distributed with the speaker?s handout and later made available in the
Genealogy Department.
6.

Refreshments

Determine whether to have them and who will provide them. Since we were asking
people to be in the library for 3-4 hours, we wanted to offer ?light? refreshments,
coffee, and punch. For our first two GAH?s, the Friends served goodies they had
brought in themselves. For the last two times, the Friends hired a local caterer
who has done a beautiful job and garnered nothing but compliments! We agreed on a
menu of a variety of finger sandwiches, decadent desserts, and some sugar-free
desserts.
7.

Staff

Well in advance (at least 3 months) staff members are asked if they would be
willing to work the evening of GAH. In return, they get to take those 4 hours off
sometime during the following week. Since our library has two floors, I have two
staff members downstairs with the Circulation Desk and two reference librarians
upstairs (near the Genealogy Department) to assist with InterLibrary Loan requests
and other questions.
8.

Volunteers

The bulk of the assistance with genealogy research questions is handled by our

wonderful volunteers. I publicize our event with the local genealogical society
and offer a ?free? ticket to anyone who is willing to come and help that evening.
They still get to hear the speaker and enjoy the refreshments, but they are
available to help beginners get started and to answer basic questions or to guide
them through using Ancestry or Heritage Quest. Anything they can?t handle gets
referred to me or one of the other librarians. Two of the volunteers are stationed
at the door to take/sell tickets and assure that no one wanders in without a ticket
thinking the library is open for business.
9.

More volunteers!

I also contact the local lineage, heritage, historical, and genealogical societies
and offer to let them set up an information table for the evening. For example,
DAR usually has a nicely decorated table and has two members here to answer
questions and pass out literature. Other groups we have had represented include
Kinseekers Genealogical Society, Daughters of 1812, Colonial Dames, SAR, Daughters
of the Confederacy, Lone Oak Cemetery, the Leesburg Heritage Society and Historical
Museum.
10.

Publicity

Promote the event in as many ways as possible. We send press releases to local TV,
radio, and newspapers. We send flyers to other area libraries. Eastman?s Online
Genealogy Newsletter will publish upcoming events. Posters are placed in several
areas of the library and flyers distributed at meetings of all local genealogical,
historical, and lineage groups. Our Friends even publish a paid ad in two of the
local papers.
11.

Goodie bags and vendors

Promoting vendors is touchy, but I do request items (pencils, bookmarks, catalogs,
samples) from genealogy vendors for goodie bags provided to attendees. I then set
up a Vendor?s Information table where literature, catalogs, etc. are available. We
don?t actually sell anything, but companies such as Genealogical Publishing are
happy to provide stacks of promotional materials.
12.

Library Promotion

Next to the Vendors table I set up a Library Information table full of flyers,
bookmarks, etc. about upcoming library programs, changes in hours, database
availability.
13.

Evaluations

Design a short and simple evaluation form, distribute to all attendees, and have a
container for them to deposit the completed evaluations at the end of their visit.
Tally these after the program and consider results and suggestions in planning for
next year! Don?t forget to share results with those who helped to make the evening
possible.
14.

Thank you notes

Make a point of thanking the speaker, each volunteer, each staff member, the
Friends, and anyone else who made the event possible.

Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian

Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson@leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Sat Oct 25 15:02:29 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Sat Oct 25 18:10:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [Fwd: [SGAList] JOB: Looking for adjunct instructor to
teach local history/genealogy for SOLINET]
Message-ID: <49036D45.6090205@arlsmail.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------_______________________________________________
SGAList mailing list
SGAList@soga.org
http://soga.org/mailman/listinfo/sgalist_soga.org
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Oct 27 14:35:12 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Oct 27 14:35:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1957 Texas Almanac
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B02269CC0@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We have an extra copy of this title. Does anybody want it for their
collection?

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this

information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081027/
e43843c9/attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Oct 27 15:31:59 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Oct 27 15:32:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Texas Almanac Taken
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B02269CC3@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
The 1957 Texas Almanac previously offered has been taken.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081027/8cdabdd2/
attachment.html
From lkoch at alleganlibrary.org Tue Oct 28 17:10:05 2008
From: lkoch at alleganlibrary.org (Linda Koch)
Date: Tue Oct 28 17:09:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I need to access the GenLib archives
Message-ID: <CAAA235179EE4576BEAB57DFAADDE285@lindas>
I need to get to the archives to find information on how to start a local history
and genealogy collection for a small library that has almost nothing and is moving

into much larger quarters, with a local history room. I am also assembling other
information to help a friend and seem to remember this topic discussed in the
archives.
Could someone help me get back into the archives? I did have directions, but these
were lost in a motherboard meltdown a while back.
Thank you,
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
lkoch@alleganlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081028/2663c139/
attachment.html
From DavidW at coj.net Tue Oct 28 17:25:03 2008
From: DavidW at coj.net (White, David)
Date: Tue Oct 28 17:26:10 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I need to access the GenLib archives
In-Reply-To: <CAAA235179EE4576BEAB57DFAADDE285@lindas>
References: <CAAA235179EE4576BEAB57DFAADDE285@lindas>
Message-ID: <1183B2BAF9BE724B85476AAB7B15D8FD03A2AA9A@EVS2.coj.net>
This may help..

http://www.ala.org/ala/rusa/protools/referenceguide/guidelinesdeveloping
.cfm

David White

David White
Librarian
Special Collections/Genealogy
Jacksonville Public Library
303 North Laura Street
Jacksonville, Florida. 32202
(904) 630-2409

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2008 5:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: librarian linda
Subject: [Genealib] I need to access the GenLib archives

I need to get to the archives to find information on how to start a
local history and genealogy collection for a small library that has
almost nothing and is moving into much larger quarters, with a local
history room. I am also assembling other information to help a friend
and seem to remember this topic discussed in the archives.
Could someone help me get back into the archives? I did have
directions, but these were lost in a motherboard meltdown a while back.
Thank you,
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
lkoch@alleganlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081028/2f643ee2/
attachment.html
From dockene at hotmail.com Tue Oct 28 17:48:24 2008
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david ockene)
Date: Tue Oct 28 17:48:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I need to access the GenLib archives
In-Reply-To: <CAAA235179EE4576BEAB57DFAADDE285@lindas>
References: <CAAA235179EE4576BEAB57DFAADDE285@lindas>
Message-ID: <COL102-W308A07CAD15952A2FCE56AA2270@phx.gbl>
Try this:
Subject: [Genealib] GENEALIB has been Googled!DrewSmithUSF@aol.com We now have
another way to search the GENEALIB archive. Go to Google, andenter:
genealib
site:mailman.acomp.usf.edu It appears that the over 6500 GENEALIB messages posted
since December 1998and stored in the GENEALIB archive have been indexed by Google.
This meansthat you can search the archive by using Google (just include your
ownsearch terms together with the ones listed above). Drew SmithGENEALIB list
administrator_______________________________________________

From: lkoch@alleganlibrary.orgTo: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.eduDate: Tue, 28 Oct
2008 17:10:05 -0400CC: lkoch@alleganlibrary.orgSubject: [Genealib] I need to access
the GenLib archives

I need to get to the archives to find information on how to start a local history
and genealogy collection for a small library that has almost nothing and is moving
into much larger quarters, with a local history room. I am also assembling other
information to help a friend and seem to remember this topic discussed in the
archives.
Could someone help me get back into the archives? I did have directions, but these
were lost in a motherboard meltdown a while back.
Thank you,
Linda KochReference & Adult Services LibrarianThe Allegan Public Library331 Hubbard
St.Allegan, MI 49010269-673-4625FAX 269-673-8661open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
lkoch@alleganlibrary.org
_________________________________________________________________
See how Windows connects the people, information, and fun that are part of your
life.
http://clk.atdmt.com/MRT/go/msnnkwxp1020093175mrt/direct/01/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081028/0d114345/
attachment.html
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Wed Oct 29 05:59:23 2008
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Wed Oct 29 05:59:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Good value on Royal Genealogical Books.
Message-ID: <A2E25C76F64D4AE1A7A4B9C3868FDB59@EndUserPC>
The recent strengthening of the U.S. Dollar against the British Pound means that
the books in the following series can be purchased for up to 25% cheaper than a
year ago. Enquiries can be sent to royalhouses@uwclub.net and the books inspected
on the web at http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk. See below for discounted
price list for Libraries.
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of books provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting
royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. They cover the reigning
monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of
Europe. They include the British Royal House. now the House of Windsor, descended
from Queen Victoria, and the dynasties of Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The
dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate
books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux, Iberia,
Italy and the Balkans. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to noble
and commoner families, including in the U.S.A.
They are essential tools for Genealogists, particularly in researching their
European ancestry.
Books in the series:
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1: The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 2: The Families of the British Consorts.

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 3: The Descendants of King George III
Clarence family.

including the Fitz-

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 4: The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. (2
volumes)
GREAT BRITAIN Volume 5: The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover
connection.
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES:

The Netherlands

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES:

Denmark

Sweden

Belgium

Luxembourg

Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The IBERIAN MONARCHIES:

Spain, Portugal and Brazil.

The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA (2 volumes).
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

Details of each can be found below.

Price List (including mailing and packaging), for electronic payment or by cheque
(made payable to P.Arnold):

All volumes are priced equally.

Quantity

Price US$

1

76.41

2

127.16

3

169.07

4

220.32

5

267.24

SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PRICES FOR LIBRARIES

6

315.10

7

362.96

8

410.82

9

458.68

10

506.54

11

554.40

12

602.26

13

650.12

14

697.98

15

745.84

16

793.70

17

841.56

Orders should be sent to:

PATRICIA ARNOLD Publisher
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent

ME19 5AD

England.

Tel & Fax: +44 (0)1732 848388

Details on all 17 books as follows:

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 1

The Family Tree of H.M. Queen Victoria

Queen Victoria, the British Monarch who dominated the nineteenth century, has left
an ever expanding family of descendants, including most continental royal families,
now numbering more than 1350 including spouses, and stretching to eight
generations. This Master Volume extends to 213 pages. 4th Edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-3-8

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 2

The Families of the British Consorts.

This volume records the family trees of the consorts of the British Sovereigns of
the twentieth century and their heirs, Spencer, Greece, Bowes-Lyon, Teck and
Denmark, all being common ancestors of the eventual heir to the throne, Prince
William of Wales. A new section now covers the family of the new consort, Camilla,
Duchess of Cornwall. The book traces a wide range of European Royal, and British
noble and commoner families. 213 pages. 4th edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-7-5

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 3
FitzClarence family

The Descendants of King George III - including the

This volume covers the Descendants of King George III, excluding those covered in
Volume 1, through nine generations. The volume has an additional large section on
the descendants of the King's third son, William Duke of Clarence, who had a family
of ten children with the actress Dorothy Bland, the famous "Mrs. Jordan", before
becoming King William IV. On both sides of the blanket, these families are
predominantly British, extending through the peerage and beyond. 158 pages. 2nd
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008

ISBN 978-0-9560158-0-8

GREAT BRITAIN Volumes 4A and 4B
Lines, - 2 VOLUMES

The Descendants of King George II - the Collateral

This volume covers the lines descended from King George II and his son Frederick,
Prince of Wales, excluding those covered by earlier volumes. It covers a multitude
of European Royal Houses - the earlier generations of Denmark, Sweden and Prussia,
the full lines of the Houses of the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Bulgaria,
and a multiplicity of Habsburg, Bourbon, Romanov, and lesser German and Austrian
princes and nobles. 487 pages. 2nd edition.two volumes.
? P. Arnold, 2008
9555094-9-0

Vol: 4A: ISBN 978-0-9555094-8-3

Vol: 4B: ISBN 978-0-

GREAT BRITAIN Volume 5 The Descendants of King George I - the Collateral Lines,
and the Stuart - Hanover Connection.
This volume covers the lines descended from King George I, excluding those covered
by earlier volumes. It covers a multitude of European Royal Houses - the earlier
generations of Prussia Russia, Brunswick and W?rttemberg, the full lines of
Orleans-Bourbon of France and Radziwill of Poland, and many Russian, Polish,
Austrian, German and Italian Houses.. A section details the Stuart - Hanover
connection, illustrating the succession from Queen Anne to George I. 182 pages. 1st
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-5-9

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The Descendants of Duke Franz, through ten generations.

The most prolific family of the Saxon duchies ruled the Coburg and Gotha Duchies
until 1918. It sent its princes to take forward the British and Portuguese Royal
Houses, and to establish monarchies in Belgium and Bulgaria. Its own succession
passed through the British Royal family in the final decade of the nineteenth
century. Its descendants include the last Habsburg Emperor, and the Pretender to
the Bourbon throne of France, and a host of European royal and noble families. This
volume details the complex inter-relations, descended from the patriarch Duke
Franz, whose son relinquished the Saalfeld Duchy to gain Gotha in 1826. Extending
to 264 pages, the book is cross referenced within itself and to the British master
volume. 3rd edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-1-1

THE BENELUX MONARCHIES

The Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg.

These three reigning monarchies are covered by this volume, which traces the House
of Orange-Nassau from Willem IV, Prince of Orange, born 1711, to the present day
Queen of the Netherlands. It also covers Belgium, from King Leopold I, whose SaxeCoburg ancestry is traced in the respective volume, to the current King Albert II.
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is covered from the first independent Grand Duke,
Adolphus, whose Nassau-Weilburg ancestry is traced in the Netherlands section of
this volume, to the current sovereign, Grand Duke Henri. 346 pages. 2nd edition.
?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-6-7

THE SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES

Denmark, Sweden and Norway.

These three reigning monarchies are covered by this volume, which traces the Danish
House of Holstein-Gl?cksburg from Christian IX to the present day Queen of Denmark.
It also covers the Swedish House of Bernadotte since its inception, and the Kingdom
of Norway from its re-establishment in 1905. The Swedish Vasa dynasty from King
Adolphus Frederik, and the earlier Danish Kings from King Frederik V, are traced
through to the present day. Included are the two Schleswig-Holstein Duchies, and
the related houses of Great Britain, Russia and Prussia, and most of the German
protestant houses. 228 pages. 2nd edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 0-9551167-9-1

THE IBERIAN MONARCHIES

Spain, Portugal and Brazil.

The reigning Borb?n House of Spain, together with the former reigning Bragan?a
House of Portugal, and its off-shoot the former reigning Imperial House of Brazil,
are covered in this volume. The rival Carlist line of Spain is traced, as well as
the Portuguese Miguelist line. The Spanish off-shoot House of the Two Sicilies is
also covered in full. The Brazilian Orl?ans e Bragan?a dynasty, with its two
claimants is detailed. Many related royal and noble houses both of Spain and
Portugal (including the Dukedom of Loul?), and of Italy, Germany, Belgium, Bulgaria
and Poland are also included. 216 pages. 1st edition.

?P. Arnold, 2006 ISBN 0-9551167-4-0
THE BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
Montenegro, Albania,
Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma, Modena.
The six former monarchies of the Balkans, Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia/Serbia, Montenegro and Albania are covered. The first three from the
establishment of their new dynasties, and the latter three from their indigenous
establishment as Kingdoms. The monarchy of unified Italy is covered from its
establishment, together with its five predecessor monarchies - Sardinia, Two
Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena, which are now included in full. The complex
inter-weaving of these Houses is shown in the finest detail. 272 pages. 2nd
edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-4-5

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The Descendants of Catherine the Great

The entire Romanov dynasty to the current day is covered in this volume, together
with its morganatic lines, including Belevsky, Yourievsky, Paley and Torby, and the
Russian Oldenburg and Leuchtenberg families, and many other related European Royal
Houses and Russian noble families. 203 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 0-9551167-8-3

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA
VOLUMES

The Descendants of Friedrich Wilhelm I

-

2

Covering up to fourteen generations from 1688, these volumes covers the Prussian
Kings and German Emperors and all descendants to the present day, who include all
the current European Monarchs. The vast set of Family Trees extends over two
volumes 549 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007

ISBN 978-0-9555094-1-4

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Franz, Duke of Lorraine

ISBN 978-0-9555094-2-1

The Descendants of Maria Theresa and

The entire Habsburg-Lorraine dynasty to the current day is covered in this volume,
including its Teschen, Hungarian Palatinate, and Este lines, together with its
morganatic lines of Hohenberg, Meran and Altenburg. The Tuscan Line is to be found
in the Balkan & Italian Monarchies volume, which is the companion of this volume.
Many other European royal houses are included, notably the Bavarian and Saxon
Kingdoms, and a wide range of Austrian, Hungarian, Bohemian and other Central
European noble houses. 296 pages. 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2007 ISBN 978-0-9555094-5-2

The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE

The Descendants of King Louis XIII

A full genealogy of the Orleanist branch is shown from King Louis Philippe to the

present day. The entire Bourbon dynasty is shown from Louis XIII, to the last
French Legitimist heir Henri, Count of Chambord, and to the current Legitimist
heir, the Duke of Anjou. The Spanish, Two Sicilies and Parma branches can be found
in the respective volumes. Links to other European Royal Houses are clearly traced.
173 pages, 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008 ISBN 978-0-9555094-6-9

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE The Descendants of Carlo Bonaparte, father of the
Emperor Napoleon, and the Beauharnais descendants of the Empress Josephine.
The Descendants of Carlo Bonaparte, father of the Emperor Napoleon, and the
Beauharnais descendants of the Empress Josephine, down to the present day. This
includes many noble families of France and Italy, and amongst the Beauharnais
descendants, many of the reigning houses of Europe. It includes a number of United
States and British descendants. 243 pages, 1st edition.
?P. Arnold, 2008 ISBN 978-0-9560158-1-5
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From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Oct 29 18:08:54 2008
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed Oct 29 18:10:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1970 and 1971 Farmingdale, NY "Islander" offered
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F21FE8B@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>

I have 1970 and 1971 S.U. Agricultural and Technical College at
Farmingdale, NY yearbooks which are in good condition.
I'm offering them to an institution that could put them to use.
Postage reimbursement would be appreciated.

A 1969 "White Cap" Yearbook (Glen Cove, NY) arrived with the same
donated material.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS

Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Oct 29 19:09:16 2008
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed Oct 29 19:11:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Books claimed - 1970 and 1971 Farmingdale,
NY "Islander" offered
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F21FE8E@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
These titles have been claimed.

Tom

I have 1970 and 1971 S.U. Agricultural and Technical College at
Farmingdale, NY yearbooks which are in good condition.
I'm offering them to an institution that could put them to use.
Postage reimbursement would be appreciated.

A 1969 "White Cap" Yearbook (Glen Cove, NY) arrived with the same
donated material.

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS

Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
ph: 352 726-2357
fax: 352 726-2814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Thu Oct 30 10:29:22 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Thu Oct 30 10:29:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
Message-ID: <4909C4C2.80608@arlsmail.org>
http://professional.bu.edu/cpe/Genealogy.asp
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Thu Oct 30 14:33:51 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Thu Oct 30 13:34:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
In-Reply-To: <4909C4C2.80608@arlsmail.org>
References: <4909C4C2.80608@arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <4909FE0F.1050604@tampabay.rr.com>
$2495.00? Outrageous!
You can learn genealogy for FREE using my online tutorial.
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html
Laura Carter wrote:
>
> http://professional.bu.edu/cpe/Genealogy.asp
>
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From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Thu Oct 30 16:01:22 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Oct 30 16:01:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
In-Reply-To: <4909FE0F.1050604@tampabay.rr.com>
References: <4909C4C2.80608@arlsmail.org> <4909FE0F.1050604@tampabay.rr.com>
Message-ID: <5e931bb30810301301w7ab65039g5fc53e037916a874@mail.gmail.com>
Your online tutorial doesn't provide academic certification.
So your online tutorial and the Boston University certificate program
aren't comparable.
Drew Smith
On Thu, Oct 30, 2008 at 2:33 PM, Sharon Centanne
<centans@tampabay.rr.com> wrote:
> $2495.00? Outrageous!
>
> You can learn genealogy for FREE using my online tutorial.
From canadianlibgenie-mailinglists at yahoo.ca Thu Oct 30 16:42:29 2008
From: canadianlibgenie-mailinglists at yahoo.ca (canadianlibgeniemailinglists@yahoo.ca)
Date: Thu Oct 30 16:42:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
In-Reply-To: <5e931bb30810301301w7ab65039g5fc53e037916a874@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <479050.27904.qm@web88007.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Another accredited program for consideration for Librarians and others wanting
Professional Certification is available in Canada through the National Institute
for Genealogical Studies:
http://www.genealogicalstudies.com/
Warmest regards,
Elise
Canadian Lib Genie
http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com/?
? ----?The doors we open and close each day decide the lives we live.?
??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ??? ? Flora Whittemore
?
--- On Thu, 10/30/08, Drew Smith <amsmith@lib.usf.edu> wrote:
From: Drew Smith <amsmith@lib.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Received: Thursday, October 30, 2008, 4:01 PM
Your online tutorial doesn't provide academic certification.
So your online tutorial and the Boston University certificate program
aren't comparable.

??? ???

Drew Smith
On Thu, Oct 30, 2008 at 2:33 PM, Sharon Centanne
<centans@tampabay.rr.com> wrote:
> $2495.00? Outrageous!
>
> You can learn genealogy for FREE using my online tutorial.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Oct 30 17:43:40 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Oct 30 17:43:42 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
In-Reply-To: <479050.27904.qm@web88007.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B02269CFB@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I have almost completed this certificate program for Genealogy
Librarians. I have found almost all the classes to be very good. Because
the course tract I am taking is for genealogy librarians instead of
genealogy researchers I've been able to put to use in a practical way a
lot of the exercises connected with the classes including creating a
collection development policy separate from the one for the rest of the
library collection, and am working on redesigning our portion of the
library's web page.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
canadianlibgenie-mailinglists@yahoo.ca
Sent: Thursday, October 30, 2008 3:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U

Another accredited program for consideration for Librarians and others
wanting Professional Certification is available in Canada through the
National Institute for Genealogical Studies:
http://www.genealogicalstudies.com/
Warmest regards,

Elise
Canadian Lib Genie
http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com/

----<http://img.timeinc.net/realsimple/i/email/email_quote_open.gif>
doors we open and close each day decide the lives we live.
<http://img.timeinc.net/realsimple/i/email/email_quote_close.gif>

The

- Flora Whittemore

--- On Thu, 10/30/08, Drew Smith <amsmith@lib.usf.edu> wrote:
From: Drew Smith <amsmith@lib.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Received: Thursday, October 30, 2008, 4:01 PM
Your online tutorial doesn't provide academic certification.

So your online tutorial and the Boston University certificate program
aren't comparable.

Drew Smith

On Thu, Oct 30, 2008 at 2:33 PM, Sharon Centanne
<centans@tampabay.rr.com> wrote:
> $2495.00? Outrageous!
>
> You can
learn genealogy for FREE using my online tutorial.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
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From SKirby at environcorp.com Fri Oct 31 12:10:55 2008
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri Oct 31 12:10:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate program in genealogy from Boston U
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAAFA6EF9@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
I agree with Tracy. I just finished my PLCGS in Librarianship this
summer from NIGS. I thought it was excellent. Now I just need the job
to go with it ... :-)
As a professional genealogist, I am ecstatic that BU is offering this
certificate (although I wish it were available via distance education).
I think that the more schools we can get offering such programs, the
more genealogy will be taken as a serious academic discipline. And, the
list of instructors they have makes me drool. Adding BU to the short
list of other schools offering genealogical specialization (at whatever
end degree/certificate) can only benefit the discipline. I wish them
well.
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/>
| 8725 W. Higgins Road, Suite 725 |
Chicago, Illinois 60631
V: 773-272-3521 | F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Fri Oct 31 13:10:15 2008
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 31 13:10:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Certificate Program in Family History
Message-ID: <c61.3bb1fec1.363c95f7@aol.com>
BYU offers a Certificate Program in Family History...

The Certificate Program in Family History (Genealogy) is designed for those
persons not desiring to complete all of the requirements for a degree or who
can't return to campus to do so. The certificate program provides a solid
background in fundamental family history research principles coupled with
specialized genealogical training in a particular geographical area.
Requirements:
The certificate requires 18 hours of course work: HIST 400, The Family and
the Law in American History (3 hours); HIST 421, English Language Handwriting
and Documents (3 hours); HIST 482, Professional Paths and Credentials in
Family History; two source courses (6 hours); one elective course (3 hours).
_http://ce.byu.edu/is/site/programs/famhistcert.cfm_
(http://ce.byu.edu/is/site/programs/famhistcert.cfm)
_http://history.byu.edu/undergrad/cert_familyhistory.htm_
(http://history.byu.edu/undergrad/cert_familyhistory.htm)
**************Plan your next getaway with AOL Travel. Check out Today's Hot
5 Travel Deals!
(http://pr.atwola.com/promoclk/100000075x1212416248x1200771803/aol?redir=http://
travel.aol.com/discount-travel?ncid=emlcntustrav00000001)
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